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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recreation fosters personal wellness, social
cohesion, and quality of life for citizens. The
vitality and health of the Banff community is
embodied in residents who engage in and
express themselves through recreation
activities. To ensure that the needs and
expectations of Banff residents continue to be
met within the community, the Town of Banff
developed a Recreation Programs and Services
Master Plan in 2014. A comprehensive public
consultation process was conducted with the
Banff citizenry to inform the development of the
Master Plan. HarGroup Management
Consultants Inc. was engaged by the Town of
Banff to assist in the public engagement process and facilitate the development and
reporting of the Master Plan. It should be noted that for the purposes of this report,
the term recreation has been used to represent the types of recreation leisure, sport,
and culture activities and opportunities.

Key Findings from the Consultation Process


Various recreation service providers operate in the community, including
the Town of Banff, to ensure residents have a variety of opportunities
available – The Town of Banff delivers programs and services directly to
residents, but so do other organizations. Some of these organizations are
community-based not-for profit, while others are private or commercial. The
combination of these organizations provide Banff residents with diverse
opportunities to engage in recreation and leisure activities and programs.



Most residents of Banff are satisfied with the involvement of the Town in
recreation programs and services – When asked to rate satisfaction with Town
involvement in recreation program and service provision, the vast majority of
respondents to a community survey indicated they were very or somewhat
satisfied. Still, respondents identified areas for which program and service
delivery could be improved. In particular, some respondents expressed the need
for more advertising and promotion, more variety in programming (or more
programs generally), better scheduling of activities/times of classes, and
programs being more affordable.



Banff has unique characteristics that need to be addressed in recreation
program and service delivery - Overall, the population of Banff tends to be
younger when compared to other communities and a sizable proportion are
represented by recent immigrants. This profile is influenced, in part, by Banff
being located within a National Park. Many residents’ schedules are affected by
the type of employment that is available within the community and household
incomes, on average, are lower than in other communities. There are also many
residents who stay for short periods of time in the community to fill seasonal jobs
that are associated with the tourism industry. Nonetheless, there is evidence in
the research to suggest that Banff residents perceive themselves to be active in
recreation, more so than other communities. Reasons for why they engage in
recreation include to be physically fit, socialize with others, have fun, become
refreshed, and help out in the community.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc.
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Executive Summary, continued…



Most Banff residents recognize the need to travel to other Bow Valley
communities to access recreation programs and services - Most
respondents to the community survey agreed that it is reasonable for Banff
residents to travel to Canmore to access recreation programs and services that
might not be available in Banff. That said, most recreation activities that Banff
residents participate in are accessed within (or around) the community.



Other recreation program providers operating in the community perceive
that their organizations are offering quality programs and services to
residents - When asked about their programs and services in a survey, all
program providers indicated that their organizations provided quality activities,
programs, and services to residents. Even so, they also recognized that they
lack resources such as volunteers, are challenged to effectively advertise or
promote their programs and services due to the reliance on volunteers, but also
the lack of funds available, and do not usually offer programs and services at
different times of the day to accommodate the varying schedules of residents.



Other recreation program providers foresee additional assistance from the
Town of Banff to help with program and service delivery – When asked
about how the Town of Banff might assist their organizations, program providers
suggested the following:







Assist in getting information to residents, possibly centralizing distribution of
information about program offerings that are available to residents.
Facilitate volunteer development through board development workshops,
instruction for coaches, and recruiting volunteers from the community.
Work with organizations to address challenges of providing a range of
participation levels (e.g. introductory to high performance) for residents.
Be a resource to assist organizations identify and use facility spaces within
the community and plan for future space needs.
Work with organizations to ensure that facility costs are affordable and
identify alternative solutions to ensure costs remain low.
Work closely with local organizations to ensure that programming needs are
being addressed effectively when out-of-town organizations come to the
community.

•

Residents are challenged to identify community gathering places – In focus
groups, participants had difficulties identifying locations within the community that
would be considered gathering places, where residents come together as a
community or where they might bump into family, friends or neighbours. Both
Central Park and The Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre were discussed in the
groups, but there were concerns about these locations mainly due to the
perceptions that they are seasonally based (e.g. short summer season for
Central Park and The Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre focusing mainly on
residents interested in ice-related activities). Of all the possible locations
suggested, Banff Avenue was identified as the most likely community gathering
place.

•

Costs and required levels of commitment were cited as reasons for not
engaging in new activities – There are various reasons for why residents do
not engage in new recreation activities such as time commitments, other
priorities, etc. However, some residents showing interest in new activities
expressed concern about costs and the amount of time expected to commit to
programs. These residents stated high levels of interest in participating in low
cost, short-term (e.g. an hour to three hours) commitment introductory programs
that would allow them to try new activities without being inhibited by cost or time.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc.
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Executive Summary, continued…

Master Plan Fundamentals
The Town of Banff Recreation Department has been using the following vision,
mission, and guiding principles/values since 2007, but may opt to revisit these as
part of its detailed strategic planning process. Even so, the Recreation Programs
and Services Master Plan incorporates concepts presented in these planning
elements.
Vision
Banff is a healthy, vital community where the enjoyment and benefits of recreation,
parks and culture are fully realized, valued and embraced by its citizens.

Mission
We enhance the quality of life of all Banff residents by promoting health and wellbeing through the provision and facilitation of superior recreation and cultural
opportunities.

Guiding Principles/Values








Recreation and active living are essential to personal health & well-being.
Lifelong learning & cultural appreciation contribute to personal & community
growth.
Every citizen should have the opportunity to participate in our programs and
services.
We work collaboratively with our community partners to assess and to meet
community needs.
Our programs and services should reflect the natural environment in which we live.
We pride ourselves in providing excellent customer service in a friendly, fun and
respectful manner.
We believe that effective recreation & cultural programming results in healthy,
well-rounded individuals, children, youth & families.

Community Development Approach to Program and Service Delivery

•

Recreation services in Banff are delivered by a variety of providers that, together,
comprise the recreation service sector of the community. While the Town of Banff is
involved in direct service provision, there are other organizations that also serve the
community. The Town of Banff provides support to these organizations in a variety of
ways, which ultimately enhances involvement and engagement of citizens in the
community, enriches social networks and fosters interdependence among Banff
residents, and creates a sense of community, belonging, and vitality.

Master Plan Objectives
Increasing Involvement

•

Facilitating and supporting active living - Supporting and encouraging active living
so that all residents are involved in healthy and enriching lifestyles throughout their
lives – promote recreation, sport, and culture for life for everyone.

•

Fostering introductory programming opportunities - Supporting opportunities for
residents to engage in recreation, sport, and culture activities at the introductory level
through existing and new programs and services – starting new activities, playing for
the sake of play, etc.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc.
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Executive Summary, continued…

•

Engaging specific segments of the population to address needs - Recognizing
the distinct characteristics of Banff and fostering recreation, sport, and culture
opportunities that appeal to children and youth, young adults, recent immigrants, and
seniors.

•

Improving communications and promotion of recreation opportunities for
residents - Identifying methods and approaches to enhance awareness of recreation
programs and services among residents – coordinate and collaborate with service
providers in the community.

Enhancing Access

•

Developing brands that foster community - Encouraging and building opportunities
for sense of community around recreation facilities, amenities, and programs –
support gathering places for residents.

•

Exploring approaches to enhance affordability of recreation - Promoting,
coordinating, and establishing affordable options for Banff residents to participate in
recreation, sport, and culture programs and services.

•

Examining alternative scheduling opportunities of recreation programs Working with recreation providers and the community as a whole to explore
alternative approaches of offering programs and services to Banff residents.

•

Advocating for transportation alternatives to enhance access - Exploring options
with community groups for residents to access recreation, sport and culture programs
and services in Banff; but also within the Bow Valley region.

Strengthening Capacity

•

Establishing an advisory group among recreation, sport, and culture
stakeholders - Develop a formalized group of stakeholders to improve community
engagement initiatives.

•

Supporting, consulting and developing partnerships with community program
providers - Enhancing relationships with community recreation providers through
support, advice, and advocacy to address volunteer and other resource development,
funding requirements, program delivery, etc.

•

Facilitating information about availability and access to facilities - Improving
resources and communication of the availability and access of facilities within the
community to residents and community program providers.

•

Enhancing partnerships for service provision in community - Improving
communication and working relationships with organizations that operate recreation,
sports, and culture facilities in Banff and the Bow Valley region.

•

Strengthening customer service - Identifying opportunities for Town of Banff staff
and community partners to develop and enhance customer service capabilities and
capacity.

•

Improving use of technology for data collection, communications, and
registrations - Assess options for using technology to enhance user information,
improve registrations, promote programs and services, etc.

Further planning initiatives to support these objectives are presented in Section 3.0
(pages 14 to 20) of the Town of Banff Recreation Programs and Services Master
Plan.
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1.0 Banff…Naturally Active, Vibrant, and Inspiring
Banff is nestled among majestic surroundings and
natural environment, which makes it world renowned
for its mountain recreation opportunities. Residents

themselves through recreation activities. Whether it

“Most people have moved here from
other places and they come for the
outdoor activities … people make a
choice to be here, a lot of people pass
up great opportunities to be part of a
smaller community to be active. The
activities are easy to access here.
People just go out for a hike, its right
outside your back door. I think it’s a
strong incentive to be here … people
move here for these things, but some
people come for a job, and find
themselves doing things they
wouldn’t have before ... when I first
came here I didn’t do as much as I do
now. It’s a lifestyle, you’re in a flow of
being active, you don’t stand out for
being active. ”

is a child who proudly shows a parent a craft that has

Discussion among Focus Group Participants

and visitors alike are attracted to Banff to enjoy and
appreciate the natural features and attributes that
support recreation activities such as hiking, skiing,
snowboarding, cycling, canoeing, and climbing.
Indeed, many residents have chosen to live in Banff
to benefit from the active lifestyle and culture that is
prevalent in the community.
The vitality and health of the Banff community is
embodied in residents who engage in and express

just been created, a youth that joyously celebrates a
goal with teammates, an adult who feels refreshed
from completing a hike, or a group of residents who
participate in the fun and entertainment of a local
festival, recreation activities foster personal wellness, community cohesion, and
quality of life for citizens.
In 2014, the Town of Banff initiated the development of a Recreation Programs
and Services Master Plan to establish vision and strategic priorities for the
Recreation department over the next five years (2015 to 2020). A
comprehensive consultation with the citizenry of Banff was needed to ensure that
the priorities and initiatives established for the department are consistent with the
needs and expectations of the community.
The Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan has
been developed to address the unique character of Banff.
Located within a National Park setting, Banff has spatial
and population growth restrictions that were established
several decades ago. As well, being a tourism oriented
community, the population has distinct qualities (e.g. large
segments being younger, transitory, ethnically diverse, etc.)
and many residents’ schedules are affected by the type of
employment that is available (such as working evenings
and weekends) within the community. Further, the median
income for single individuals and families living

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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in Banff is significantly lower than the rest of Alberta
as a whole and median incomes in Banff have not
been keeping pace with other Alberta communities.
It is within these circumstances that priorities and
initiatives for the Programs and Services Master
Plan have been established.

Recreation is defined as all those
things a person or group chooses to
do in order to make leisure time more
interesting, enjoyable, and satisfying.
Town of Banff definition of recreation

A set of goals were established to guide the
development of the Programs and Services Master
Plan (note: objectives for the Master Plan are presented in Appendix A):

•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide visionary leadership in the growth and development of the community
through recreation, leisure and community services.
To align Town of Banff efforts, operations, and budget to an overall vision through
short term and long term priorities and action planning that compliments the
community’s priorities and objectives.
To identify current and future demands for recreation programs and services based
on demographics and community needs.
To engage the community (residents, staff, Council, local organizations and other
service providers) in a productive process that result in community support and
endorsement of the final Master Plan document.
To maintain existing or create new positive working relationships with communitybased service delivery groups including non-profit and commercial sector businesses.
To assess the viability and health of volunteer groups
and their current/future commitments to the
community.

A comprehensive public engagement process was
undertaken to assess stakeholder and community
needs and expectations for recreation programs
and services in the community. Tasks undertaken
in the engagement process included (detailed
summary of full work program presented in
Appendix B):

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews (in person or online) with recreation
program providers and facility operators
(organizations involved in the interview program
presented in Appendix B – referred to as the program
provider survey),
Interviews conducted with Town of Banff staff,
An open link online survey was made available to
residents on the Town of Banff’s website,
A random telephone survey conducted with 400
Banff residents,
Two focus groups conducted with Banff residents
(one with general public and another with recent
Canadian immigrants living in Banff),
A presentation to Town council to gain input and
feedback on findings, and
An open house that allowed Banff residents to review
plan objectives.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc

“In this interview, I am going to ask
you about recreation and leisure
activities that you and other members
of your household participate in or
would like to be involved in. As I ask
you about recreation and leisure, I
would like you to think about various
types of activities. For example, there
are physical or structured sport
activities like exercising, yoga,
gymnastics or playing soccer,
basketball, etc., but recreation and
leisure can also involve creative arts
and culture activities like painting,
learning to act in a play, or dancing;
thinking or learning like reading or
taking courses that interest you;
attending a community barbecue or
going to a social gathering; casual
leisure activities like walking or
hiking, skateboarding, or swimming;
being enrolled in summer or day
camps, before or after-school
programs and pre-school programs;
or attending or being a spectator at
events or festivals. ”
Definition of Recreation provided to General Public
Telephone Survey Respondents
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Many individuals contributed to the development of this Recreation Programs
and Services Master Plan. Community leaders, Council members, recreation
program providers, recreation facility operators, and Town of Banff staff invested
time and effort to ensure that the findings effectively address the needs and
expectations of Banff residents. As well, an
estimated 550 individual citizens provided
input and feedback through surveys, focus
groups and open houses throughout the
community engagement process.
Appreciation is extended to all residents who
showed commitment to their community
through their participation. The contributions
of all individuals who participated in the
process are greatly appreciated.
Special thanks goes out to the Master Plan Committee, which helped guide the
study process and assisted in many aspects of the public engagement and
consultation. The Committee was comprised of Town of Banff Recreation
Department staff.
Various themes evolved through the work that was conducted to develop this
Master Plan and this report is organized to reflect these themes. The initial
section examines existing strategic concepts and relevant Town planning
documents, which is followed by a summary of the recreation service sector that
serves the Banff community. Subsequent components of the report provide a
profile of the population, analysis of recreation interests and expectations among
the citizenry, and an examination of resources employed in the community. The
final section presents the concluding planning objectives and initiatives of the
Master Plan.
It should be noted that for the purposes of this report, the term recreation has
been used to represent all types of recreation, leisure, sport, and culture activities
and opportunities. As well, in tables and figures within this report, data from
various surveys conducted in the study are presented. Totals presented in these
tables and figures may not add to 100% due to rounding of frequencies.
HarGroup Management Consultants Inc. was engaged by the Town of Banff to
assist in the public engagement process, consult on plan development, and
prepare this document.
The next two sections of this document present the strategic framework and
planning strategies, objectives, and initiatives of the Master Plan. Subsequent
sections provide information and context to support these planning concepts.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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2.0 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR BANFF
RECREATION SERVICES
A set of strategic concepts have been established
for the Town of Banff to guide the delivery of
services to the community. These concepts were
developed nearly a decade ago, but are
nonetheless applicable to the current situation in
Banff. Indeed, to assess the relevancy of these

“This (Town of Banff Recreation
Department) is an important
community service.”
Resident comment on online survey

concepts, Town of Banff staff reviewed the
specifications associated with these concepts during
the planning process. Through this assessment, the
strategic concepts, vision, mission, and guiding principles/values, were affirmed
and, as such, provide a framework for all the initiatives and recommendations
that are presented in this Master Plan.

Town of Banff Recreation Strategic Framework for Master Plan
Vision:
Banff is a healthy, vital community where the enjoyment and benefits of recreation,
parks and culture are fully realized, valued and embraced by its citizens.
Mission:
We enhance the quality of life of all Banff residents by promoting health and well-being
through the provision and facilitation of superior recreation and cultural opportunities.
Guiding Principles/Values:





Recreation and active living are essential to personal health & well-being.
Lifelong learning & cultural appreciation contribute to personal & community growth.
Every citizen should have the opportunity to participate in our programs and services.
We work collaboratively with our community partners to assess and to meet
community needs.
 Our programs and services should reflect the natural environment in which we live.
 We pride ourselves in providing excellent customer service in a friendly, fun and
respectful manner.
 We believe that effective recreation & cultural programming results in healthy, wellrounded individuals, children, youth & families.
Source: Town of Banff Recreation, Parks & Culture, 2007 – 2010 Summary Report.

In some respects, community residents concurred indirectly with the precepts
that are contained in these strategic concepts. Based on comments provided by
Banff residents throughout the public engagement process, they recognize the
value of having recreation opportunities available in Banff to themselves, their
families and friends, and the community as a whole. Comments offered by

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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residents acknowledged that recreation enriches the quality of life within the
community and there is a need for citizens to be active, healthy, and engaged in
their community. The following remarks, which were offered throughout the
engagement process, demonstrate acknowledgment among Banff residents of
the precepts exhibited in the Town of Banff strategic recreation concepts.
Sample of benefits identified by Banff residents for recreation activities, programs, and services in community:
“Recreation activities and facilities dramatically help to improve the quality of life. When people are
regularly physically active and engaged in intrinsically motivated activities they always report higher
levels of happiness, lower levels of stress and are physically healthier.”
“Life enrichment, social cohesiveness and community development.”
“Healthy lifestyle, access to culture and art, smarter and healthier kids, more engaged residents.”
“Community strength building. A coming together of active and likeminded individuals from many
different cultures.”
“Connection with community, a sense of shared stewardship over our land, and valuable
opportunities to relax and enjoy something worth doing.”
“Increased overall health of residents by having recreation/leisure activities, programs and services
that are accessible (including affordable) to all.”

2.1 Additional Strategic Influences
The Town of Banff has conducted various planning initiatives over the past few
years; some of which have been influential in the development of this Master
Plan. In particular, the Town of Banff Community Plan (2009) shown below and
the Recreation Facility Master Plan (2013) presented on the following page are
strategic policy documents that have provided guidance for the priorities and
initiatives that have been established in this Programs and Services Master Plan.
Components or themes that are observed within these planning initiatives are
highlighted below.
Town of Banff, Community Plan – 2009
Vision:
 The Town of Banff is set in a glorious mountain landscape, creating a sense of place
that has a powerful effect on those who live and visit here. People come here to be
inspired – and often, it’s why they come back. We will cultivate Banff ’s uniqueness
while embracing opportunities to enhance our economic health, diversity of lifestyles
and ecosystem. And above all, we will continue to build on our town’s rich heritage as
a source of enchantment and renewal for others... always.
Values:
 Community - As residents we share a common desire to live in a mountain
community. We value our safe and caring town and want businesses and
organizations to flourish while respecting our limits to growth.
 Heritage - We respect that others have lived here before us and honour them by
preserving and celebrating their memory and legacy. We value our unique culture
and will forever find ways to engage residents and visitors in education and
interpretation opportunities that reinforce our community’s authentic heritage.
 Stewardship -It is a privilege to live in this wondrous mountain community and we
take this privilege seriously. We value our natural environment and will demonstrate
global leadership by living in harmony with this precious landscape.
 Partnerships - We rely on our relationships with partners within the Town of Banff,
regionally, provincially and internationally, to achieve mutual goals. We value these
partnerships and the opportunity they present for mutual consultation and information
sharing.
 Inspiration - The primary purpose of the Town is to welcome visitors to Banff National
Park. We are inspired by our home environment and in turn, hope to inspire others
about theirs.

Facilities, programs and services goals:
 Provide a vital and healthy community.
 Deliver high quality trails and open space amenities.
 Provide integrated recreation facilities to meet the evolving needs and interests of residents and visitors.
 Offer a wide range of quality recreation and active living programs.
 Support and facilitate cultural appreciation within the community.
 Access to programs and services that are affordable for all segments of the community.
 Provide a wayfinding system that makes finding Banff facilities, amenities and attractions easy.
 Ensure residents and visitors have access to high quality medical, emergency and protective services and
institutions.
Facilities, programs and services objectives:
 Improve the quality, quantity and access to social programs, recreation, education and cultural facilities.
 Implement an active living program that educates and encourages healthy lifestyles.
 Build a system of open spaces, trails and parks that reinforce connections to the natural environment.
 Increase the use of Banff parks and trails.
 Increase cultural development, programming and events within the community (i.e.support for the Banff
Centre, Whyte Museum, etc.)
 Develop and implement a town-wide wayfinding plan that is simple and graphically representative of our
sense of place.
 Increase access to programs for low-income individuals and families.
 Collaborate with partners to maximize resources and infrastructure available for community use.
 Foster and strengthen the links between the early childhood education and care sector with the broader
community.
 Increase opportunities for public art projects that are consistent with our sense of place.
 Encourage and support volunteerism that enhances services and supports provided in the community.
 Co-operate with other levels of government and agencies to achieve goals

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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Certain aspects of the Community Plan have direct influence on this Master Plan,
particularly in reference to its goals and objectives. For instance, it is recognized
within the goals of the Community Plan that Banff residents should have a wide
range of quality recreation and active living programs and that the Town supports
and facilitates cultural appreciation within the community. The Plan also
acknowledges that programs and services should be affordable to all segments
of the community. As will be demonstrated within this Master Plan, these themes
surfaced in consultations with stakeholders and Banff residents and initiatives are
proposed to assist with these issues. In terms of objectives in the Community
Plan, concepts that are present also surfaced in the engagement process such
as improving quality, quantity, and access to programs; increasing use of open
spaces, trails, parks and cultural facilities (including programming and events),
facilities, parks, sport fields; and increasing access to programs for low-income
individuals and families. As well, other issues were identified such as
collaborating with partners to maximize resources and infrastructure, and
encourage and support volunteerism that enhances services and supports within
the community. All of these issues are further developed or addressed in some
part within the priorities and initiatives set out in this Programs and Services
Master Plan.

Recreation Facilities Master Plan – 2013 (Summarized)1
Guiding Principles:

Increase the use of recreational facilities, parks and trails (Banff Community Plan
objective)

Maximize municipal facility access potential; multi-season, day and evening

Increase operating cost recovery

A comparable local inventory of facilities (including private and other agencies) to
other communities

A planned but flexible system of open spaces, trails, and parks

Recreational facilities that also appeal to visitors and events

New Town indoor facilities will follow Municipal Sustainable Building policy
Summarized Plan Objectives:

Coordinate priorities and initiatives with partners - It is recognized that there are
overlapping and shared interests with other organizations and, as such, priorities
and initiatives should be coordinated to enhance facilities and expand use of
spaces - Parks Canada, Canadian Rockies Public Schools, Banff Centre and
major hotels, Town of Canmore


Enhance marketing and communications – Conduct meetings (annual or biannual)
with program and facility operators, improve user data and tracking systems,
facilitate and improve communications for informal activities.

Highlighted Recommendations continued…

Indoor Recreation Facilities

Analyze fees and charges, programming, and cost recovery issues to increase uses

Consider alternative uses/enhancement/expansion of spaces

Evaluate potential of adding amenities/spaces and converting single use spaces

Meet with facility users to assess needs

Designate staff liaison to some facilities (e.g. 101 Bear Street)

Work with operators of other facilities to address gaps (e.g. identify program offerings, consider capital
contributions, etc.)

Assess and identify gaps and barriers in programming

Update and improve existing recreation tracking systems

Enhance (lead) the coordination of data collection and analysis for facilities and program in community

Work with Town of Canmore to coordinate use of facilities, programs, and services.

Conduct business case analysis for new facility development
Trails

Undertake an updated Trails Master Plan (including prioritizing trail planning, infrastructure and
maintenance to improve accessibility, trail and destination kiosks, etc.)

Improve trail information statistics (e.g. usage, tracking, etc.)

Playgrounds

Plan for new playground and assist with future playground upgrades and maintenance

Highlighted Recommendations:
Parks and Playing Fields

Expand/enhance/relocate certain specifications within parks and playfields
(Central Park, Recreation Grounds, Skate Board Park, Community
Gardens/Greenhouses, Outdoor Ice Rinks)

Redesign Recreation Grounds and update Sports Fields planning

Improve reservation system of Sports Fields and gather user data

Consider adding multicultural references on signage

Review existing trail maintenance plan

Implement winter trails plan

Consider adding lighting to certain trails

Develop safe routes to access recreation facilities

1

Note: For the Plan Objectives, highlights have been presented (rather than details) to provide a sense of proposed
objectives within the Facilities Master Plan.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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Various aspects of the Recreation Facilities Master Plan that was conducted in
2013 have implications to the outcomes presented in this Programs and Services
Master Plan. In particular, the objectives of the Facilities Master Plan identify
enhancing coordination of priorities and initiatives with partners and marketing
and communications. In the development of this Master Plan, emphasis was put
on engaging stakeholders and consulting on their needs and
expectations about the partnerships that the Town of Banff
has with these organizations. As a result, further
understanding of how the Recreation Department might work
with partners is presented in this Master Plan. In terms of
specific recommendations within the Facilities Master Plan,
there are recommendations for identifying gaps and barriers
in programming, enhancing data collection for registrations
and users, and other initiatives that have been considered
within this Master Plan.

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc
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3.0 PLANNING STRATEGIES, OBJECTIVES AND
INITIATIVES
The planning strategies, objectives, and initiatives recommended in this Master
Plan were developed in response to issues revealed in the comprehensive
assessment of community needs and expectations for recreation programs,
services, and activities. The planning elements are intended to offer guidance
and direction for programs and services provided by the Town of Banff over the
next five years (2015 to 2020).
A key theme that surfaced in the planning process was to integrate a community
development perspective in the delivery of recreation programs and services.
The Town of Banff provides programs and services directly to residents, but has
also entered into service agreements with other service providers and supported
community-based program providers in their efforts to meet the needs and
expectations of residents. This approach, and these partnerships, have
benefited Banff residents in ensuring that a wide range of opportunities are
available in the community. Other benefits of employing this approach include
enabling residents who are engaged in specific activities opportunities to manage
or oversee outcomes of programs being offered to the public; fostering
opportunities for fund raising and generating revenues that are not available to a
municipality; and taking advantage of operating efficiencies (e.g. use of
volunteers, access lower costs not available to the public sector, etc.). Over the
next five years, it is expected that additional efforts will be undertaken to
strengthen these relationships and enhance capacity within the community to
ensure that community-based organizations have the support and resources
necessary to effectively provide programs and services to residents.

Community Development Approach to Program and Service Delivery
Recreation services in Banff are delivered by a variety of providers that, together,
comprise the recreation service sector of the community. While the Town of Banff is
involved in direct service provision, there are other organizations that also serve the
community. The Town of Banff provides support to these organizations in a variety of
ways, which ultimately enhances involvement and engagement of citizens in the
community, enriches social networks and fosters interdependence among Banff
residents, and creates a sense of community, belonging, and vitality.
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3.1

Key Observations from Research and Community
Engagement Processes
Throughout this document, various issues have been identified and examined.
The following summary of observations are presented as context for the planning
objectives and initiatives that have been recommended for the Town of Banff
over the duration that the Master Plan will encompass (2015 to 2020). While the
majority of these observations have been addressed in some form throughout
this document, a few are presented for reference as they have contributed to
some extent in the development of Master Plan. In some respects, these salient
issues represent ‘calls to action’ and have been addressed in the objectives and
initiatives presented later in this section.
Population
• A significant portion of the Banff population is 18 to 34.
• A considerable portion of population is recent immigrants, which has distinct
needs and expectations for recreation programs and services.
• There is evidence in the research to suggest that the population of Banff is
becoming older (e.g. more residents over 50).
Participation in Recreation and Leisure activities
• Residents are drawn to community as a
place to live by the recreation
opportunities that are available.
• High levels of involvement in recreation
activities are observed among residents
– especially in Casual Leisure Activities
such as day hiking, bicycling, swimming,
walking for pleasure, canoeing, going to
the park/playgrounds, skateboarding,
skating, golfing, overnight camping,
gardening, etc.
• Most residents can access recreation
opportunities that interest them in Banff,
however some go outside the community. Nonetheless, most residents
expect that travel is required to access all recreation activities that interest
them.
• Recent immigrant population are interested in more involvement in recreation
and leisure, but challenged by:
• Being aware of what is available,
• Affording what is available,
• Not having regular work schedules,
• Being concerned about safety,
• Being concern about cultural issues,
• Being cautious of employers approval of involvement, and
• Having interests not necessarily supported by available infrastructure.
• About four in ten residents volunteer, which is similar to other communities.
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General Perceptions of Recreation in Community
• There are high levels of satisfaction
observed among residents with Town
involvement in recreation programs and
services.
• The community is perceived to be well
served for recreation by its natural
setting (in a National Park that has many
recreation opportunities not available in
other communities).
• Concerns were expressed among
considerable portions of residents about
the amount or type of information being
disseminated or available in community.
• Concerns were expressed among some research participants about recent
reductions to existing recreation program guides that are available to
residents.
• Residents were challenged to identify community gathering places within
Banff – it is perceived that tourists are a focus in the community rather than
local residents.
• Perceptions that citizens’ lack opportunity for engagement and sense of
community due to lack of community gathering places,
• Banff Avenue considered main location where residents can ‘bump into
each other,’
• The Fenlands Recreation Centre is perceived as winter sport oriented
facility, while Central Park a summer facility, and
• Canada Day and Farmers Market perceived as events for locals.
• Schedules of many residents inhibit involvement in recreation activities – shift
work, more than one job, evening and weekend work, etc.
• Some residents concerned about transportation to and from recreation
opportunities (e.g. lack of personal vehicle, some opportunities located north
of railway tracks and lacking public transit access, etc.).
• There is interest among residents to try new recreation activities, but concern
of cost and amount of commitment required.
• High levels of interest in introductory programing, and
• Concerns about entry costs to participate (e.g. equipment).
• Priorities among focus group participants were for Casual Leisure and
Structured Competitive Sport Activities.
Community Partners
Program Providers
• Perceive themselves to be servicing program participants effectively given
resources (e.g. lack of volunteers).
• Growth observed in participation for some program providers, but most have
operated at similar levels for at least the past five years.
• Work schedules of residents during peak tourist season seen as barrier to
attracting more participants to programs.
• Many program providers are challenged by access to volunteers (e.g.
organizations operated by same individuals over extended periods of time).
• Program providers are challenged to effectively promote their programs to
community residents (reliance on volunteers and lack of funds).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some program providers express concerns about provision of different levels
of program opportunities (e.g. introductory to high performance) – often need
to work with other communities in Bow Valley region.
Some program providers concerned about availability (or affordability) of
amenities – gymnasiums, studios, multipurpose rooms, sport playfields.
A few concerns were expressed among program providers about out-of-town
organizations having priority over local organizations (e.g. access to
facilities).
Transportation to facilities perceived to affect some participation among
program providers; particularly those located outside downtown area.
Programs serve Banff residents, but also residents from throughout the Bow
Valley region.
Limited consideration given among program providers to offering programs at
different schedules – concerns about marketing and attracting critical mass
to sustain programming.
A recreation/sport council is being proposed within the Bow Valley region.

Facility Operators
• Fluency observed in facility operators providing public access to facilities.
• Risk associated with future changes of operators’ emphasis on providing
access to public.
Possible Changes to Consider
• Future planning by the White Museum (possible Town involvement).
Industry Issues
• Communities are affected by changing
populations (e.g. older populations) and
considering how to make communities
“age friendly,” including providing more
activities for older residents.
• There is a growing interest in health and
fitness activities (among older, but also
all residents).
• Programs and initiatives are being
introduced to increase collaboration and
action for health, well-being, and physical
literacy (recreation for life, sport for life,
active lifestyles)
• Participation in recreation activities is often concentrated in a few activities.
• Organized sport participation has not been increasing and, in some cases,
experiencing declines.
• Leisure time among the population has been decreasing.
• Expectations are increasing for high quality and use recreation facilities.
• Seasonal recreation and leisure activities are changing (seasons being
extended).
Recreation Staffing Levels in Banff and Other Communities
• Concerns expressed about capacity of existing Town of Banff staff to serve
additional community needs identified through the master planning process.
• Similar to slightly lower levels of administration staff in Banff compared to
other communities – other communities typically operate more facilities (e.g.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

aquatics) and staff at these facilities are available to contribute to community
planning and administrative tasks.
There is a higher reliance on community partners to provide opportunities for
residents in Banff compared to other communities; particularly in aquatics.
Banff facilities master plan calls for increased user statistics be available.
Other communities typically develop and distribute program guides and use
website for communication and promotion.
Other communities challenged to find qualitied staff, mainly for program
delivery.
Other community representatives acknowledged that it can be challenging
(being able to attract registrants) to provide programs that are similar to
those offered by other community-based program providers.
In other communities, active lifestyle programming includes providing support
and training for coaching and instruction and promotion of healthy lifestyles.
Other communities typically operate facilities (e.g. aquatic) because there are
no other providers.

Public expressions for facility development needs within the community
• Throughout the public engagement process (e.g. telephone survey, online
survey, focus groups, and interviews with community-based recreation
providers) for the Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan, citizens
suggested the following facilities should be considered for development in
Banff:
• Skateboard/BMX bike facilities
• Aquatic facilities
• Tennis facilities
• Gym/fitness facilities
• Gymnastics facility
• Indoor fields

3.2

Planning Objectives
Ensuring opportunities for Banff residents to
access and participate in recreation
activities through a durable and reliable
delivery system is a significant task given
the various issues that surfaced in the
community engagement process. Many
residents have been attracted to Banff
because of its natural setting and the
recreation opportunities that are available.
Providing and facilitating access to superior
recreation opportunities is an important function of the Town of Banff Recreation
Department.
The following strategic objectives have been established to increase involvement
in and enhance access to recreation activities among residents, and strengthen
the capacity of the recreation sector within and around Banff. The intent of these
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objectives is to enhance the quality of life of all Banff residents and ensure they
receive enjoyment and benefits from the recreation opportunities that are
available.

Increasing Involvement
Facilitating and supporting active living
Supporting and encouraging active living so that all residents are involved in
healthy and enriching lifestyles throughout their lives – promote recreation, sport,
and culture for life for everyone.
Fostering introductory programming opportunities
Supporting opportunities for residents to engage in recreation, sport, and culture
activities at the introductory level through existing and new programs and
services – starting new activities, playing for the sake of play, etc.
Engaging specific segments of the population to address needs
Recognizing the distinct characteristics of Banff and fostering recreation, sport,
and culture opportunities that appeal to children and youth, young adults, recent
immigrants, and seniors.
Improving communications and promotion of recreation opportunities for
residents
Identifying methods and approaches to enhance awareness of recreation
programs and services among residents – coordinate and collaborate with
service providers in the community.

Enhancing Access
Developing brands that foster community
Encouraging and building opportunities for sense of community around
recreation facilities, amenities, and programs – support gathering places for
residents.
Exploring approaches to enhance affordability of recreation
Promoting, coordinating, and establishing affordable options for Banff residents
to participate in recreation, sport, and culture programs and services.
Examining alternative scheduling opportunities of recreation programs
Working with recreation providers and the community as a whole to explore
alternative approaches of offering programs and services to Banff residents.
Advocating for transportation alternatives to enhance access
Exploring options with community groups for residents to access recreation, sport
and culture programs and services in Banff; but also within the Bow Valley
region.

Strengthening Capacity
Establishing an advisory group among recreation, sport, and culture
stakeholders
Develop a formalized group of stakeholders to improve community engagement
initiatives.
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Supporting, consulting and developing partnerships with community
program providers
Enhancing relationships with community recreation providers through support,
advice, and advocacy to address volunteer and other resource development,
funding requirements, program delivery, etc.
Facilitating information about availability and access to facilities
Improving resources and communication of the availability and access of facilities
within the community to residents and community program providers.
Enhancing partnerships for service provision in community
Improving communication and working relationships with organizations that
operate recreation, sports, and culture facilities in Banff and the Bow Valley
region.
Strengthening customer service
Identifying opportunities for Town of Banff Recreation staff and community
partners to develop and enhance customer service capabilities and capacity.
Improving use of technology for data collection, communications, and
registrations
Assess options for using technology to enhance user information, improve
registrations, promote programs and services, etc.

3.3

Proposed Planning Initiatives
For each objective presented above, a set of initiatives has been proposed to
assist with implementation.

Increasing Involvement
Facilitating and supporting active living
Supporting and encouraging active living so that all residents are involved in healthy and
enriching lifestyles throughout their lives – promote recreation, sport, and culture for life for
everyone.

•

•
•

Organize a framework that will guide the development of active living
programs that are delivered or supported (through partners or other program
providers) by the Town of Banff. The framework should emphasize physical
wellness that promotes healthy and optimal quality of life through physical
literacy, nutrition, and self-care, and involve preventative and proactive
actions that take care of the physical body. Within the framework, social,
intellectual, emotional, and other aspects of wellness (see Appendix G) might
also be considered to address the full spectrum of recreation (e.g. leisure,
sport, culture, etc.).
Consult with program providers and facility operators to promote, facilitate,
and coordinate active living and wellness concepts in recreation programming
within the Banff community.
Promote existing active living programs to relevant audiences and provide
support to program providers in the identification and implementation of such
opportunities (i.e. Sport for Life, Long Term Athlete/Player Development).
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Fostering introductory programming opportunities
Supporting opportunities for residents to engage in recreation, sport, and culture activities
at the introductory level through existing and new programs and services – start new
activities, play for the sake of play, etc.

•
•
•

•

Identify existing introductory programs offered by other program providers to
ensure that there is minimal duplication offered with programs provided by
the Town of Banff.
Develop or facilitate the development of short-term affordable programs that
introduce Banff Residents to new activities (e.g. one to four hour programs
that allow participants to try/become aware of activities).
Work with specific sectors of the community (e.g. sport, culture, etc.) to
organize introductory events for Banff residents to become aware of and try
new activities (e.g. have a day when various sport organizations offer an one
hour program to introduce activities to potentially new activities – could be
developed and administered with proposed recreation and sport council being
considered for the Bow Valley region).
Develop introductory programs to incorporate new fitness trends, possibly
abbreviated versions and introductory in nature, to expose residents to and
allow them to try new opportunities (e.g. functional fitness programs)

Engaging specific segments of the population to address needs
Recognizing the distinct characteristics of Banff and fostering recreation, sport, and culture
opportunities that appeal to children and youth, young adults, recent immigrants, and
seniors.

•

•

•

Develop specific programs that are oriented at distinct segments of the
community such as children and youth, young adults, recent immigrants, and
seniors. Programs already exist for some of these segments, which may
require more coordination and promotion of opportunities within the
community (e.g. children/youth/seniors). However, the emphasis for this
programming by the Town of Banff should be on active living to promote
healthy and enriching lifestyles.
Work with all departments within the Town of Banff (e.g. Settlement Services)
to consult with recent immigrants to identify opportunities, promote existing
activities, and provide affordable alternatives for this segment to enhance
opportunities for recreation. Taking into account the community development
approach, it may be beneficial to work with community leaders of these ethnic
communities to develop opportunities.
Consult with Banff businesses to foster advocacy and promotion of the need
for active living and health and wellness recreation among employees
(particularly among recent immigrant workers). Encourage corporate
involvement and, possibly, coordination of recreation activities and events
that demonstrate employers support recreation involvement among
employees (e.g. corporate sports day).
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Improving communications and promotion of recreation opportunities for residents
Identifying methods and approaches to enhance awareness of recreation programs and
services among residents – coordinate and collaborate with service providers in the
community.

•

•

•

Explore methods of improving promotion and communication of recreation
programs, services and activities within the community; both Town
administered and other program providers and facility operators.
Coordination of promotion and communication may also be considered by the
Town of Banff (e.g. one source information centre for all types of activities
within the community).
Explore the development of a guide to promote all types of programs and
services that the Town of Banff is involved in. Also consider offering
community-based program providers opportunities to promote programs and
services in the guide.
Improve information available on website for recreation programs and
services provided by the Town of Banff, as well as other program providers
and facility operators. Currently, a community directory is presented on the
Town’s website; however, some of the information for program providers and
facilities operators is outdated. Residents should be able to access
information about all types of recreation programs available within the
community (at a minimum, links should be offered to other organizations’
websites). Information available on the website should be reviewed on an
annual basis to ensure it is current.

Enhancing Access
Developing brands that foster community
Encouraging and building opportunities for sense of community around recreation facilities,
amenities, and programs – support gathering places for residents.

•

•

•

Identify locations or hubs within Banff that can be branded for residents as
gathering places within the community (e.g. Central Park, the Fenlands
Recreation Centre, Recreation Grounds, Banff Seniors Centre, Banff Public
Library, and, possibly, other facility operators).
Introduce these locations or hubs as being specifically oriented to the
recreation needs of residents, offering integrated and diverse recreation
opportunities (e.g. have opportunities that serve the needs of residents
throughout the year), and representing places that the community comes
together to gather, celebrate, and become refreshed.
Develop and implement wayfinding plan that emphasizes the locations and
hubs as community gathering places and opportunities for sense of
community.
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Exploring approaches to enhance affordability of recreation
Promoting, coordinating, and establishing affordable options for Banff residents to
participate in recreation, sport, and culture programs and services.

•
•

•
•

Conduct a fees and prices review with the intent of identifying opportunities to
offer or expand affordable options for Banff residents who may be
economically challenged to access Town of Banff programs and services.
Research and identify recreation, sport, and culture program offerings within
the community that emphasize affordable alternatives to participate in
activities (e.g. days or times that residents can access opportunities for
reduced fees or prices). Develop communications and promotions to inform
Banff residents of these offerings.
Consult with other program providers and facility operators to foster
affordable alternatives for recreation programs and services within the
community.
Explore opportunities to expand the existing Sports Equipment Lending
Program to enable residents to try new activities.

Examining alternative scheduling opportunities of recreation programs
Working with recreation providers and the community as a whole to explore alternative
approaches of offering programs and services to Banff residents.

•

•

•

Review Town of Banff program and service offerings to identify opportunities
for offering alternative times and locations for residents. Consult with other
program providers and facility operators to identify approaches that have
been used or tested to offer alternative schedules for recreation program and
service offerings.
Consult with community businesses to identify patterns of employment that
may support offering programs and services during alternative days and
times. Encourage support among businesses to advocate participation in
programs among employees.
Develop and test alternative scheduling of program and service offerings to
determine options that are effective and viable. Communicate successful
options to other program providers and facility operators to foster alternative
scheduling of recreation programs and services throughout the community.
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Advocating for transportation alternatives to enhance access
Exploring options with community groups for residents to access recreation, sport and
culture programs and services in Banff; but also within the Bow Valley region.

•
•

•

Consult and work with Town of Banff departments to identify transportation
options (e.g. vehicle, cycling, pedestrian, etc.) to access recreation programs
and services throughout the community and the Bow Valley region.
Advocate transportation options with and to community groups (including, but
not limited to the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission),
program providers, and facility operators to ensure different opportunities
exist for residents to access recreation facilities.
Promote and support transportation options to residents to access recreation
facilities, programs, and services (including, but not limited to wayfinding
plan).

Strengthening Capacity
Establishing an advisory group among recreation, sport, and culture stakeholders
Develop a formalized group of stakeholders to improve community engagement initiatives.

•

•
•

Establish a recreation board comprised of stakeholders (e.g. program
providers, facility operators, etc.) and community residents to advise on
recreation initiatives within Banff and programs and services for Town of
Banff.
Foster the development of working groups of recreation providers within the
Bow Valley region (e.g. recreation, sport, and/or cultural council(s)) to advise,
coordinate, and foster recreation opportunities.
Consult and work with representatives of other municipalities in Bow Valley
region to advise, coordinate, and foster recreation opportunities for Banff
residents.
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Supporting, consulting and developing partnerships with community program
providers
Enhancing relationships with community recreation providers through support, advice, and
advocacy to address volunteer and other resource development, funding requirements,
program delivery, etc.

•

•

•

Periodically consult with community recreation providers and facility operators
to identify gaps in being able to deliver programs and service needs. At a
minimum, volunteer and other resource development should be considered,
but also funding raising and revenue generating requirements, program
delivery, board development, etc.
Research programs, workshops, and resource materials that are available
(e.g. through ARPA; CPRA; Alberta Culture, Community and Volunteer
Services; Volunteer Alberta; Volunteer Canada; Sport for Life; etc.) to support
and inform community based groups within the community.
Research recreation, sport, and culture industry trends and issues on an
annual basis to promote and inform community-based organizations and
assist with planning and development of recreation programs and services
within the community (note: annual industry trends and issues reporting can
be used as reasons to meet and consult with program providers on an annual
basis).

Facilitating information about availability and access to facilities
Improving resources and communication of the availability and access of recreation
facilities within the community to residents and community program providers.

•
•
•

Identify all facilities within the community that are available to communitybased organizations that provide and administer recreation programming.
Develop database of facilities that can be used by community-based
organizations that provide recreation programming for both long and shortterm offerings.
Communicate and promote available resource to community-based
organizations to ensure provision and administration programming needs are
being met.

Enhancing partnerships for service provision in community
Improving communication and working relationships with organizations that operate
recreation, sports, and culture facilities in Banff and the Bow Valley region.

•

•
•

Develop and implement program to periodically consult with program
providers and facility operators in Banff and the Bow Valley region to identify
and clarify needs and expectations for services provided by the community by
the Town of Banff.
Provide counsel, advice, and advocacy for program providers and facility
operators to enhance recreation programs and services in the community.
Disseminate information about programs, services, industry trends, and other
relevant issues to program providers and facility operators to build capacity
for recreation activities and opportunities within the community.
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Strengthening customer service
Identifying opportunities for Town of Banff Recreation staff and community partners to
develop and enhance customer service capabilities and capacity.

•

•

Consult and work with program providers and facility operators to identify
methods to improve customer service for community based programs and
services (e.g. systems to communicate with the public; effectively and
efficiently enable residents to contact organizations; improve registrations to
programs, etc.)
Update and enhance Town’s website to be easily identified and accessible for
recreation programs and services.

Improving use of technology for data collection, communications, and registrations
Assess options for using technology to enhance user information, improve registrations,
promote programs and services, etc.

•
•
•

3.4

Research technology options to update recreation administration and
registration software (e.g. support for existing software being phased out in
2017).
Explore opportunities to introduce online registration for the Town of Banff
programs and services; but also to support registration for community-based
organizations that provide recreation programming for residents.
Identify information needs to gather user statistics for recreation programs
and services to include in assessment of technology options. Research
technological options that automate keeping track of recreation involvement
among community residents.

Implementation Considerations
The Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan has been developed to serve the
Banff community over the next five years (2015 to 2020). It is expected that many of the
planning initiatives presented for the Town of Banff will be developed over the initial two
years of the plan with implementation over the third to fifth years for which the plan is
intended. Some of the initiatives, however, will likely be developed and implemented
over the next twelve month such as initially consulting with program providers and facility
operators.
It is expected that the Town of Banff Recreation Department will need to work closely and
coordinate efforts with other Town of Banff departments. In particular, it is expected that
the Town of Banff Recreation staff will need to coordinate efforts for many of the
initiatives with Town of Banff Communications staff to enhance the website and improve
promotions of programs and services with residents. However, it is also expected that
Town of Banff Recreation staff will consult and collaborate with staff from Operations
(e.g. Facilities and Grounds), Settlement Services, Planning and Development, and
representatives of the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission, as well as
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representatives of other communities in the Bow Valley region in the implementation of
this Master Plan.
Throughout the planning process, Town of Banff
Recreation staff expressed concerns about the
capacity of the Department to effectively implement
new initiatives that may result from the Programs and
Services Master Plan. Based on the plan objectives
and initiatives it is expected that additional staff may
be needed.
Implementation of the Master Plan and its initiatives
should be reviewed and monitored on an annual
basis.
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4.0 BANFF RECREATION SERVICES SECTOR
Recreation services in Banff are provided by a wide variety of organizations. The
Town of Banff delivers various programs and services directly to the general
public, but so do other organizations. Some of these organizations are
community-based not-for profit, while others are
institutional, private, or commercial. The
combination of these organizations provide Banff
residents with diverse opportunities to engage in
recreation and leisure activities and programs. The
combination of program and service providers
comprises the Banff recreation service sector.

“All in all I think Banff does a great
job for a community of this size ... I
think the programming variety is
fantastic.”
Resident comment on online survey

Almost all Banff residents engage in recreation and
leisure activities, and most access services from
various providers.

4.1

Town-Provided Recreation Services
The Town of Banff uses various methods to ensure recreation and leisure
programs and services are available to residents. Some of these methods
involve direct involvement, while others are collaborative in nature for the
provision of services. The following summary highlights the roles that the Town
of Banff has adopted to ensure that a variety of activities, programs, and services
are available to residents.
Direct Involvement in Service Provision


Direct Provider – The Town provides organizes and delivers activities,
programs, and services directly to residents and community-based
organizations through facilities and programs.



Enabler – Recreation opportunities are enabled by the Town by
contracting the services to community-based or commercial organizations.

Collaborative/Partnership Involvement in Service Provision


Facilitator – The Town facilitates recreation opportunities by partnering
with organizations or leasing or renting building space or land for the
provision of activities, programs and services.



Advocate – Through planning, counsel, support, and promotion, The Town
influences the development and delivery of recreation and leisure
opportunities for residents and community-based organizations.



Patron – The Town develops or administers funding or grant programs to
support recreation and leisure development within the community.
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Table 4.1 presents a summary of programs, services, and events that
demonstrate the range of roles or involvement of the Town of Banff in the
delivery of activities, programs, and services in community. It should be noted
that the summary is not an exhaustive list as there are a great number of
activities, programs and services provided by the Town of Banff.

Role/Involvement

Table 4.1: Town of Banff Programs, Services, and Events (2014)
Examples of Town of Banff Participation

Direct provider

Programs

Enabler
Facilitator

Advocate
Patron


Pre-school, children and youth programs and clubs

Community classes

Public skating

Shinny hockey
Events

Home Grown Art Show
Services

Local event planning/permitting

Bookings and scheduling of facilities, schools, parks, and trails

Sports equipment lending program

Project planning (parks, trails, facilities, amenities, programs, etc.)

Grant writing support for community-based organizations

Agreement/partnership with Sally Borden Fitness and Recreation Centre

CRPS School Joint Use Agreement

Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre and Recreation Grounds rentals to sport and other community-based
organizations

Community sports league support

Agreement with organizations regarding facilities, parks, and programs

Development of Community Resource Directory

Promotion of recreation and leisure opportunities on Town of Banff website

Referrals to financial support programs (e.g. Kidsport, JumpStart, etc.)

Building Bridges Grant

Municipal Grant

Direct Provider - Town of Banff Programs
Programs are provided directly to community residents of all ages by Town of
Banff Recreation staff or contract instructors or leaders. Many of the programs
are introductory in nature and are offered on a drop-in to multiple-class basis.
Cost recovery is generally expected to be at least 50% for children and youth
programs and 100% for adult programs.
Children and Youth
Recreation is essential to the development of children and youth helping to
establish motor and social skills, as well as creativity through play and sport, arts
and cultural activities. Children and youth programs provided by the Town of
Banff are popular among Banff’s children and youth. The following registration
and participation figures demonstrate the popularity of some of the children and
youth programs provided by the Town of Banff between 2011 and 2013. For the
most part, these data suggest that registrations and participation in children and
youth programs have increased or remained similar over the past three years.
Out of School Club - # of children
Out of School Camps - # of children
Summer Fun - # of children
Specialty and Youth Camps - # of youth

2011

2012

2013

3,132
355
1,824
n/a

3,512
279
2,416
n/a

3,928
326
2,157
120
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Examples of programs provided by the Town of Banff for children and youth
include:








Motoring Munchkins – (Ages 1 to 3) A parent-volunteered program that
provides toddlers with safe places to run and play on Saturday mornings
from October to April.
Out of School Club – (Grades K to 6) A program designed to engage
children in innovative, instructive and exciting activities.
Summer Fun Day Camps – (Ages 6 to 12) Weekly summer programs that
offer developmentally appropriate activities for three age groups.
Everybody Gets to Play – Programming that provides recreational
opportunities for families to access local leisure activities for free. The Town
of Banff provides passes for public skating.
Youth Camps – (Grades 7 to 10) Camps provide activities that are designed
to foster leadership, team building and hard skill components.
Get Out! Youth Sports Night – (Ages 13 to 15) Diverse, engaging and fun
sports are supervised by staff and volunteers on Friday nights.
Settlement Services After School Program – A program designed to
engage children of temporary foreign workers to participate in active living
and create connections within the community.

Residents generally learn about these programs through past participation, word
of mouth, and the Town’s website.
Adults
Adult Community Classes
Town of Banff has provided and supported continuing education, fitness, and
active living courses and workshops within the community for several decades.
Over the past three years, registrations and participation in adult community
classes has fluctuated, but has averaged around 850.
2011

2012

2013

Users

986

753

831

Unique Users

754

673

764

The kinds of adult courses and workshops offered by the Town of Banff are
summarized below.






Languages and communication – English, French, and Spanish courses,
English as a Second Language workshops, and career search courses and
workshops.
Social media – Introductory courses on social media platforms.
Life skills – First Aid and CPR, cooking, finance, etc. programs and courses.
Fitness – Yoga/stretching, conditioning, balance and agility, etc. courses
Active living – Dance, learn to skate, power skating, movement, and hobby
programs and courses.
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Residents commonly become aware of adult community programs through past
participation, word of mouth, the Town’s website and the Community Learning
Guide which is published by the Bow Valley Learning Council.
FCSS BanffLIFE
BanffLIFE operates a series of recreation-based programs designed to connect
young adults in Banff to one another, and to the community, and that increase
individual social well-being including:






Mountain Adventure Program – An introduction to mountain sports,
teaching young adults how to travel safely in the back country, grow a
passion for mountain activities, and to connect them to new people with
similar interests
Pasta Night – A once a week meal, served at 101 Bear Street, that also
showcases music, and provides an opportunity to hang out on a weeknight
with fellow service sector industry workers.
DJ in the Park – A once a week gathering in Central Park to eat dinner,
listen to music, and connect with one another.
Movie Under the Stars - Free movie night in Central Park providing an
affordable night of entertainment and fun for all

General
Public skating and hockey shinny are programs offered by the Town of Banff at
the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre.
Direct Provider - Town of Banff Events and Services
The Town of Banff provides various services to support recreation events,
activities, and opportunities in the community.
Events
Events focused on residents provide
opportunities to bring the community together
to celebrate, socialize, educate and raise
awareness of issues, fund raise and
showcase excellence.




Home Grown Art Show – The Town
organizes an annual four-week show that
presents works of local artists at the
Town Hall.
Local event planning and permitting –
Each year, Banff hosts a wide variety of events that brings vibrancy to the
community and enriches the experiences of residents and visitors throughout
the year. The Town supports these events through a permitting process, as
well as coordinating and booking facilities, parks, and spaces, and working
closely with event organizers and other Town departments to ensure that
necessary regulations and processes are followed. Examples of events that
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are supported by the Town of Banff include Canada Day, Alberta Family Day,
Louis Trono Concert, Harvest Festival, Mountain Madness Race, Lake
Louise to Banff Loppet, Halloween Fireworks, New Year’s Eve Fireworks, 7
Days of Art, National Youth Week, Touring Tin Event, Remembrance Day,
Terry Fox Run.
Services
Town of Banff staff provide various services to residents and other organizations
such as booking and scheduling, managing the sports equipment lending
program and participating in planning projects.






Booking and scheduling – The Town is responsible for scheduling and
booking events and activities of facilities, amenities, parks, and trails within
the community. Specifically, The Fenlands, playfields and spaces at the
Banff Recreation Grounds, Central Park, the Banff Senior Centre, Tunnel
Mountain Reservoir, and trails and other parks that are used for events are
organized and coordinated by the Town of Banff.
Sports equipment lending program – Residents can sign out sports
equipment for free for up to a week from the Town of Banff. Equipment is
available for cricket, croquet, horseshoes, badminton, soccer, tennis,
baseball, basketball, football, and frisbee.
Project planning – Emergent community issues and special projects often
surface throughout a typical year requiring input, participation, and support
from the Town of Banff. Recreation staff
manage, coordinate, and participate in various
planning projects that involve facilities, parks,
trails and other municipal and National Park
Examples of Community-based
infrastructure.

Enabler – Agreements and Partnerships with
Other Facility Providers
The Town of Banff maintains leases and/or
agreements that facilitate community access to
facilities/grounds that are under the control of other
institutions or organizations.




Sally Borden Swim Agreement – The Town of
Banff supports the provision of life-guarded
public swim access at the Banff Centre’s Sally
Borden Swimming Pool through the allocation of
an annual operating grant.
Joint Use Agreements with Canadian Rockies
Public Schools – Agreements have been
developed with the Canadian Rockies Public
Schools about operational and financial matters
for joint use of recreational and school facilities
within the community.
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Organization that the Town of Banff
Recreation Department supports and
works with:
Alpine Club of Canada
Banff Chess Club
Banff Community Greenhouse
Banff Curling Club
Banff Dance Academy
Banff Duplicate Bridge Club
Banff Gymnastics Club
Banff Heritage Tourism Corporation
Banff Hockey Academy
Banff Kyokushin Karate Club
Banff Lake Louise Tourism
Banff Light Horse Association
Banff Minor Hockey Association
Banff Minor Soccer Association
Banff Mixed Slowpitch League
Banff No-Hit Hockey League
Banff Rugby Club
Banff Seniors Club
Banff Skating Club
Banff/Canmore Speed Skating Club
Banff Springs Tennis Club
Banff Women’s Slowpitch League
Bow Valley Naturalists
Bow Valley Soccer League
Canadian Mountain Arts Foundation
Old Timers Hockey Club
Precipice Theatre
Three Sisters District – Guides of Canada
Town of Banff Community Art Committee
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies
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Facilitator – Facility rentals and Community-Based Organizational Support
and Partnerships
The Town of Banff works collaboratively with many partners to ensure residents
are provided with a wide range of programs, activities, and experiences. In
some cases the Town provides support and counsel, while in others cases there
are formal agreements established.




Sports programming and community-based organizations – Town of
Banff staff provide support, counsel, and book facilities for minor and adult
sport organizations and other community-based organizations. Recreation
programming staff sometimes aid in the development of schedules, budgets,
grant applications, and facility access. Most of these organizations are
volunteer operated.
Agreements/Partnership with Organizations – The Town of Banff has
established formal agreements and partnerships with various organizations
regarding facility use, provision of services, and programming. Examples of
agreements and partnerships that have been established with organizations
include:









Banff Curling Club
Minor Ice User Advertising Agreement
101 Bear St. Senior Centre Agreement
Middle Springs Cabin Association Agreement
Cross-Country Track Setting Partnership
Alberta Health Services Walking Program
Banff Greenhouse Society
Primary Care Network Rehab Program

Advocate – Promotion and Referrals
Town of Banff Recreation staff organizes and is involved in various initiatives that
promote recreation activities, programs, and services to residents in the
community. Recreation staff have been involved in the development of a
Community Resource Directory that presents contact information about
community-based organizations that residents can access. Various recreation
and leisure activities, programs, services, and events are promoted on the Town
of Banff website. As well, Recreation promotes financial support programs and
refers residents to these programs (e.g. Kidsport, Jumpstart, etc.).
Patron – Partner in Grant Programs
From time to time, Town of Banff Recreation staff are involved in grant and
funding programs such as the Building Bridges Grant and other municipal grants
that support and foster recreation and leisure opportunities in the community.
The Town of Banff also has financial assistance programs that are available to
Banff residents to ensure that everyone has opportunities to participate in
recreation and leisure activities and programs.
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4.2

Campership Subsidy Fund – Provides financial assistance to help Banff
families send their children to Town operated summer camp programs,
including Playground Pals, Summer Fun, Specialty Camps, and Youth
Camps.
Everybody Gets to Play – A program that offers passes and discounts to
eligible families. The Town provide skating passes for families to participate
in public skating and swimming passes for the Sally Borden Fitness and
Recreation Centre.
Every Senior Gets to Play – This program provides free passes, equipment,
and access to physical activities to improve the quality of life for Banff adults
aged 55+ with limited incomes. Every Senior Gets to Play offers swim
passes and equipment for use.

Other Recreation Service Providers
Numerous recreation service providers operate in Banff and the Bow Valley
region providing activities, programs and services to both Banff residents and
visitors. Recreation staff work with many of these organization to facilitate use of
facilities and ensure that these organizations, particularly community-based
organizations have resources needed to effectively serve the community.
A summary of the types of organizations that operate in Banff or provide
activities, programs, and services to residents include:








Minor sport organizations –
Table 4.2: Types of Participants/Attendees/Visitors
Typically volunteer based
% of Respondents
Types (age)
(n=27)
organizations that administer sport
Young children (newborn to 5 years)
41
programming to children and youth.
Children (6 to 12)
70
Examples include Banff Minor
Youth (13 to 19)
85
Hockey Association, Banff Minor
Adults (20 to 34)
74
Adults (35 to 64)
74
Soccer Association, Banff
Seniors (65+)
63
Gymnastics Club, Banff Skating
Source: Program Provider Survey
Club, etc.
Adult sport and recreation activity organizations – Again, typically
volunteer based organizations that develop and coordinate sport and other
competition programming for adults. Examples include Bow Valley Soccer
League, Old Timers Hockey Club, Banff Mixed Slowpitch League, Banff
Duplicate Duplicate Bridge, Banff Chess Club, etc.
Multiple age sport and recreation activity organizations - Some
organizations provide sport programming for multiple ages such as the Banff
Curling Club, Banff Kyokushin Karate Club, Bow Valley Kayak Club,
Banff/Canmore Speed Skating Club, Bow Valley Riding Association, Banff
Springs Tennis Club, Alpine Club, etc. These organizations might be
volunteer based or private organizations.
Arts and culture organizations – Provide various types of performance,
visual, and literary art. Organizations that are involved in arts and culture
programming in Banff include the Banff Public Library, Whyte Museum of the
Canadian Rockies, Buffalo Nations Luxton Museum, Precipice Theatre, Bow
Valley Chorus, Pine Tree Players, Banff Dance Academy, Mountain Cabin
Quilters Guild, Walter Phillips Gallery at The Banff Centre, etc.
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Children and youth development organizations – Organizations that offer
various activities and programs designed to provide life skill, leadership, and
social development for children and youth such as Three Sisters – Guides of
Canada and Banff Scouts.
Personal and career development organizations – Within the Bow Valley
area, various organizations provide personal and career development
courses such as Bow Valley College, Athabasca University, Banff Public
Library, Bow Valley Primary Care Network, etc. The kinds of course may
include language, computer, accounting and finance, websites and social
media, high school upgrading first aid, management certificate programs, etc.
Festival and event organizers – Throughout the year, various events occur
within Banff such as running, cycling, and triathlon events, arts and culture
festivals, food festivals, farmers markets, etc. These festivals and events
involve residents of all ages who participate in the activities and/or volunteer.

Participation in the activities, programs, and services among the different
providers is wide ranging. Respondents to the program provider survey, which
was conducted for this Master Plan, reveal participation ranges of between 20
and 42,000 (including participants, members, attendees, visitors, etc.).
Nonetheless, it was common for many sport and recreation organizations to state
that their organizations serve between 75 and 100 registrants.
Many recreation program providers
expect future participation (in 5
years) in their activities and
programs to be the same as it is
today (Table 4.3). It is expected
that these perspectives are
influenced by the lack of changes in

Table 4.3: Future Participation in Programs/Services
(in 5 years)
% of Respondents
Anticipated Change
(n=25)
Increasing
35
Decreasing
4
Remain the same
50
Don’t know
8
Source: Program Provider Survey

participation that has occurred over
the past decade or so, as well as the limitations that exist in the community for
commercial growth and, subsequently, population. Even so, some organizations
expect that participation in their activities and programs will increase in the future.
In addition to the providers that offer programs and services, several
organizations and institutions operate facilities that can be rented or are used to
provide recreation programs and services.




Banff Public Library – Located in downtown Banff, the Banff Public Library
provides access to books, magazines, compact discs, DVDs, audiobooks,
and publicly accessible technology. Various events and programming is also
available to children, youth, and adults. The library also has gallery space
available for local emerging artists/photographers to display their art or
photography free of charge. A conference room is also available for meeting
use by community groups.
Parks Canada - Banff National Park offers many different recreation and
leisure opportunities for Banff residents and visitors including
backpacking/hiking, boating/canoeing, camping, climbing/mountaineering,
cross-country skiing, cycling, horseback riding, hot springs, interpretive
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programs, scuba diving, skiing/snowboarding, snowshoeing, wildlife viewing,
and waterfall ice climbing. Many of these activities require residents to travel
outside the Banff townsite; but, in a lot of cases, residents can walk, bike, or
travel by personal vehicle access to these opportunities.
Banff Centre – Provides meeting spaces, accommodations, and conference
facilities including lecture theatres, auditoriums, rehearsal studios, and
galleries.
Sally Borden Fitness and Recreation Centre – Offers a wide range of
recreation opportunities and fitness services for people of all abilities and
interests. The organization offers publicly-accessible programs and service
such as public swim, swimming lessons, drop-in fitness classes, wallclimbing, fitness memberships (with cardio and strength equipment), etc.
The Town of Banff has entered into an agreement with the Sally Borden
Fitness and Recreation Centre to enable public swimming in the aquatics
facility.
Canadian Rockies Public Schools – Operates the Banff Elementary
School and Banff Community High School that enables community use of
two gymnasiums, classrooms, and specialty rooms.
Elite Fitness – A privately operated fitness centre located in downtown Banff
that provides fitness (cardio and strength) equipment and programs.
CrossFit Banff – A privately operated fitness facility that offers group
classes, sport specific training, personal and partner training and rehab
services. It is located in the Banff industrial park.
Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel – Memberships can be purchased by the
general public for its fitness centre, aquatics, and studio facilities. Various
fitness and yoga classes are also available for access by the general public.
Rocky Mountain Resort – Memberships are available to the general public
for use of pool, fitness, and squash amenities.
Rimrock Resort Hotel – The general public can purchase memberships for
use of pool and fitness amenities.
Banff Gymnastics Club – A community-based club that offers a broad
range of recreational gymnastics related activities and programs for children,
youth, and adults. The Club operates a gymnastics facility in the central area
of Banff.
Banff Dance Academy – A privately operated dance studio located in the
Banff industrial park that operates a studio and offers various types of dance
classes (classical, jazz, contemporary, hip hop, etc.) and competitive dance
programs.
Banff Scouts Guide Hall – Provide beavers, cubs, scouts and venturers
programs, but also operate a hall that is available for rentals.

It is worth noting that the organizations above tend to have paid staff to provide
activities and programs to their participants or users. Even so, it can be
challenging for these organizations to find staff such as life guards or fitness
instructors who are qualified to fill the positions necessary to operate the facilities
or provide programs and classes.
Funding, assistance and support is available from not-for-profit groups to ensure
that Banff residents stay active and involved in recreation and leisure activities
and programs.
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KidSport Bow Valley – provides funding so that all kids have opportunities
to participate in sport and recreation activities. Grants up to $500 per
calendar year are provided to children that meet eligibility criteria.
Canadian Tire Jumpstart – Bow Valley – A national charitable program
that helps financially disadvantaged kids participate in organized sport and
recreation. The program helps families cover registration, equipment, and
transportation costs.

Banff residents also access

Table 4.4: Location of Participants/Attendees/Visitors

recreation programs and
services from providers located
outside of the community. As
will be reported in the next
section of this report, it is
common for residents to travel

(Banff Located Interviews)

% of Respondents

Location
Banff
Canmore
Other Bow Valley communities

(n=30)

100
87
67

(e.g. Exshaw, M.D. of Bighorn, Lake Louise, etc.)

Other geographic locations

33

Source: Program Provider Survey

to Canmore, other Bow Valley
locations, and elsewhere to access activities, programs, and services. It is also
common for residents of other Bow Valley communities to access recreation and
leisure activities, programs, and services from Banff providers. The data
presented in Table 4.4 demonstrates the extent to which Banff recreation and
leisure service providers serve residents of other Bow Valley communities
(including Canmore). As will be shown later in this report, many Banff residents
consider it reasonable to have to travel among the Bow Valley communities to
access recreation and leisure activities and programs.

4.3

Community Perceptions of the Banff Recreation
Service Sector
Community residents were given the opportunity to provide feedback on various
aspects of Banff’s recreation sector. On the whole, residents expressed
satisfaction with programs, services, and activities available to them from the
various providers that operate within Banff.
Residents were directly asked about satisfaction
with the recreation and culture programs and
services provided by the Town of Banff

60%

Figure 4.1: Satisfaction with Town of
Banff Recreation Programs and Services
(n=358)

Recreation department. The response of
residents demonstrates overwhelming approval

40%

of the departments’ efforts as a significant
majority of survey respondents indicated that

20%

they were very or somewhat satisfied (Figure
4.1). In some respects, these data reveal high
regard among residents for the contributions of
the Town to the recreation sector of the

0%
Very satisfied

Somewhat
satisfied

Somewhat
dissatisfied

Source: Residents Survey

community.
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When asked about why they had provided their ratings, respondents offered
various thoughts; however some issues surfaced that might be considered
challenges with the recreation service sector. In particularly, some respondents
who had indicated being somewhat satisfied expressed need for more
advertising and promotion, more variety in programming (or more programs
generally), better scheduling of activities/times of classes, and programs being
more affordable (Table 4.5). Respondents who expressed dissatisfaction
indicated similar issues.

2

Table 4.5: Common Reasons for Providing Satisfaction Response
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat/Very dissatisfied
 Lots of programs available/good
variety
 Like/enjoy what is available
 Satisfied (generally)
 Staff involved in programs are
good/helpful

 Don’t participate much
 Not enough advertising/ promotion
 Lots of programs available/good
variety
 Need more variety in programming
 Need more programs generally
 Need better scheduling/ times of
classes
 Not interested in what is available
 Satisfied (generally)
 Like/enjoy what is available
 Programs need to be more affordable

 Not interested in what is available
 Need more programs (generally)
 Programs and services need to be
more affordable
 Don’t enjoy non-locals coming for
events in Banff
 Not enough advertising/promotion
 Need more variety in programming
 Need better scheduling/times for
classes

Although some survey respondents indicated that there should be more and
better variety of programs available in the community, the sentiment is not
necessarily prevalent in the community. When asked about the types, amount,
and variety of recreation and leisure opportunities available, most respondents
agreed (strongly or somewhat) that they were satisfied with these aspects of the
recreation service sector, as presented in Figure 4.2. Although, many of these
respondents stated somewhat agree and some disagreed with these statements,
which suggests that there is room for improvement within the recreation service
sector.
Figure 4.2: Satisfaction with Types, Amount and Variety of
Recreation and Leisure Opportunities
You are satisfied with the types of recreation and leisure
opportunities that are available in Banff (n=379)

54%

You are satisfied with the amount of recreation and leisure
opportunities that are available in Banff (383)

52%

You are satisfied with the variety of recreation and leisure
opportunities that are available in Banff (n=381)

Strongly agree

2

49%

0%
20%
40%
60%
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree

40%
39%
42%

5%1%
6% 2%
7% 2%

80%
100%
Strongly disagree

Note: Detailed responses are presented in Appendix E.
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Survey respondents were also asked about specific aspects of recreation
activities, programs and services available to Banff residents. Figure 4.3 on the
next page reveals that most residents have highly regard the activities, programs,
and services that are provided in the community. Indeed, the vast majority of
respondents to the survey agreed strongly or somewhat that recreation
organizations provide quality activities, programs and services and members of
their household are able to participate at levels that they want. To a lesser
extent, most respondents agreed that organizations advertise to attract residents,
are able to serve all residents who are interested in participating and able to
schedule activities, programs, and services throughout the day. Although for
these latter aspects, respondents were more likely to somewhat agree rather
than strongly agree, and a considerable proportion disagreed (e.g. 12% to 16%).
When asked about affordability of recreation and leisure opportunities, most
respondents concurred that offerings were affordable. However, it should be
noted that about one in five respondents disagreed that what is available is
affordable. As such, there is a considerable portion of Banff residents that may
be challenged to afford available recreation programs, services, and activities.

Affordability

Programs and Services

Figure 4.3: Satisfaction with Types, Amount and
Variety of Recreation Opportunities
Recreation and leisure organizations provide quality activities, programs and services to
participants or members (n=346)

51%

Members of your household are able to participate in activities, programs, and services at levels
that they want such as introductory, intermediate, advanced, and elite (n=346)

43%

46%

Recreation and leisure organizations advertise to attract Banff residents to participate in activities,
programs, and services (n=346)

5%1%

45%

39%

6%2%

48%

10% 2%

Existing recreation and leisure organizations are able to serve all Banff residents who are
interested in participating in activities, programs, and services (n=346)

33%

51%

12% 4%

Recreation and leisure organizations offer activities, programs, and services throughout the day to
accommodate different schedules of adult Banff residents (n=346)

34%

50%

13% 3%

Registration, membership, and admission fees charged to Banff residents to participate in
recreation and leisure activities are affordable (n=346)

33%

50%

14%

Other costs associated with participating in recreation and leisure activities for Banff residents are
affordable such as travel, cash calls, and technical or development programs (n=309)
The cost of equipment to participate in recreation and leisure activities for Banff residents is
affordable (n=346)

Strongly agree

25%

55%

28%
0%
20%
Somewhat agree

16%

48%

17%

40%
60%
Somewhat disagree

On the whole, residents’ perceptions of the recreation service sector in Banff is
positive. On the surface, there appears to be sufficient variety in what is
available and the sector is providing good quality activities, programs, and
services. There are, however, some indications of gaps or challenges that
should be addressed to enhance the opportunities that are available to Banff
residents such as more advertising and promotion, greater variety in
programming, better scheduling of activities/times of classes, and programs
being more affordable.
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4.4

Trends in the Recreation Service Sector
Up to this point, this section has profiled the recreation sector within Banff.
However, there are other issues that are worth considering that have affected or
influenced the recreation sector in other Alberta and Canadian, as well as North
American communities. Some of these issues include demographic shifts,
changing interests in recreation activities, and factors affecting the delivery of
recreation services. The following summaries present notable issues within the
industry, which have been considered in the development of this Programs and
Services Master Plan.


General Participation Trends in Alberta - Over the past few decades, the
Alberta Recreation Survey has tracked household participation in various
recreation activities. Some activities have experienced increases in
participation, while others decreases. Key changes observed among
Albertan’s participation over the past decade in recreation activities are
highlighted in Table 4.6. These changes are observed from 67 different
activities that are tracked in the Alberta Recreation Survey. As such, most
recreation activities did not experience any noticeable fluctuations in
participation. Even so, if a change was observed, it was more likely to be a
decrease in participation rather than an increase over the past decade.

Table 4.6: Notable Changes in Albertan’s Participation in Recreation Activities
% of Households with Participants*
Activities Experiencing Change
2004
2013
Increases
Aerobics/fitness
47
44**
Yoga/Pilates
29
Attending a fair/festival/cultural event
57
69
Decreases
Inline skating
21
6
Swimming/aquafitness (in pools)
54
41
Overnight camping
45
34
Walking for pleasure
93
84
Basketball
18
9
Softball/baseball
17
8
Picnicking (within a city)
38
30
Ice skating (not hockey)
30
22
Bowling/lawn bowling
23
15
Soccer
19
12
Picnicking (in the countryside)
37
31
Volleyball
14
8
Gardening
72
67
Badminton
13
9
Cross-country skiing
15
11
Dancing (e.g. social, folk, ballet, jazz)
29
25
Day hiking
45
41
Football
8
4
Golf
45
49
Ice hockey
17
13
Jogging/running
36
32
Mountain biking (off road)
16
12
Mountain climbing
10
6
*At least one member of household participating in the activities.
**In 2004, the combined activities of Aerobics/Fitness/Aquasize/Yoga was measured. It is assumed that an increase would have been observed if
the two items were combined in 2013.
The activities presented in the table show changes of at least ±4% between the 2004 and 2013 Alberta Recreation Surveys. Out of 67 activities
that are tracked in the Alberta Recreation Survey, 42 did not experience change beyond this range.
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Increasing participation in arts, culture and heritage activities –
Research suggests that almost all Canadians participate in some form of
arts, cultural and heritage activities. However, trends over the past two
decades suggest that Canadians’ participation in these activities such as
visiting art galleries, museums, and historic sites, attending festivals, reading,
3
etc. over the past two decades has been growing. And, in some cases the
increases are substantial. For instance, the proportion of Canadians visiting
public art galleries steadily grew from 20% to 36% between 1992 and 2010.
Similarly, Canadians attending cultural or heritage performances over the
same period grew from 12% to 23% and cultural festivals from 25% to 37%
between 1998 and 2010.



Increasing interest in general health and fitness – On the whole,
Canadians are taking steps to improve their health through some form of
health, wellness, or exercise efforts or programs. In some respects, the data
from the Alberta Recreation Survey supports this trend through the measures
associated with aerobics/fitness and yoga/Pilates. Today, individuals can
adopt exercise programs that they develop on their own, through Internet
program offerings, or at fitness centres. Indeed, individuals are becoming
more aware that health and wellness requires a combination of weight loss
through caloric restriction diets, as well as regular exercise programs. Older
adult health, wellness and fitness is a major contributor to this trend, mainly
to respond to the needs of baby boomers who are now all over the age of 50.



Development of the fitness industry –
The fitness industry has responded to the
increased interest and demand in health,
wellness, and fitness. Fitness programs
regularly develop, evolve, and wane as
new concepts, approaches, and
techniques surface. In some cases,
fitness ‘fads’ can become very popular
over a six month period and within
another twelve months have limited
interest among the population. Even so,
there are always new participants who
want to improve their health, wellness,
and fitness, but are unsure how to begin. Municipalities often address this
kind of fitness demand by providing introductory programming to help
residents get started, or ensure that disadvantaged citizens, such as
economically challenged, have opportunities to participate in fitness
programming. Nonetheless, some of the key trends that are developing
within the fitness industry include:




Functional fitness is defined as using various types of training to improve
balance, coordination, force, power, and endurance to improve
someone’s ability to perform activities of daily living. Functional fitness
programs replicate actual activities someone might do as a function of
their daily living. Many exercise programs for the older age group are
often composed of functional fitness activities.
Incorporating strength training exercise routines or to use them as the
primary form of exercise has been growing for both men and women.

3

Source: Canadians’ Arts, Culture and Heritage Activities in 2010, Statistical insights on the arts, Vol. 10 No. 2, Hill
Strategies Research Inc.
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Many health and fitness professionals incorporate some form of strength
training into a comprehensive exercise routine for their clients .
Over the past few years, body weight training has become a popular
trend in the fitness industry. This type of training incorporates the weight
of an individual body within routines to develop strength within a fitness
program.
Group fitness training continues to be a popular activity within the fitness
industry.
 A few years ago, industry professionals observed declines in
participation in Yoga programs. However, recently, Yoga programs
have been making a comeback.
 Some group fitness programs that experienced rapid growth in
popularity are beginning to show signs of being fads. Zumba,
spinning (indoor cycling), stability ball and balance training are
examples of programs that have been popular in recent years, but
are decreasing in participation within the fitness industry.
For almost a decade, personal training has been identified as an
increasing trend in fitness training; however, success in clients adopting
this kind of training varies among fitness providers.
Boot camps became common offerings within fitness industry a few
years ago, but are starting to experience declines in popularity. Even so,
boot camps are high-intensity structured activity patterned after militarystyle training that address cardiovascular, strength, endurance, and
flexibility.
High intensity interval training (HIIT) has surfaced as a popular activity in
fitness training over the past few years and is expected to continue in the
foreseeable future. Typically, HIIT involves short bursts of high-intensity
bouts of exercise followed by a short period of rest or recovery; these
exercise programs usually take less than 30 minutes to perform.

Declines observed in participation in sport activities - Measures and
estimates of national participation rates reveal declines being experienced in
sport over the past two decades (from 45% in 1992 to 26% in 2010 based on
4
Statistics Canada, General Social Survey). The data presented earlier in
this section from the Alberta Recreation Survey shows notable declines in
some sport activities among Alberta households. Primary reasons
postulated for the decline include changes in the composition of Canadian
population such as aging and increased immigration, interest and
participation in other activities, and cost of participation. Gradual declines in
adult participation are mainly explained by the aging population as older
Canadians typically have lower participation rates. In terms of children and
youth, the population has been changing due to higher immigration of new
Canadians who typically have younger families, and sport participation
among the children of new immigrants tends to be lower than national
averages. However, data are also available to suggest that there has been a
substantial increase in participation in less traditional sport and game
activities and other recreational alternatives. As well, while participation has
been decreasing, the average expenditures by Canadians on sport have
5
been increasing.

4

Source: Sport Participation 2010, Research Paper, Canadian Heritage, Government of Canada, February 2013.
Source: Municipal Opportunities for Physical Activity, 2009 Survey of Physical Activity in Canadian Municipalities: Facts
and Figures.
5
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The predictability of ‘seasonal’ sport is changing toward year round
activities - In some sports, there is growing involvement in yearlong
development sessions, skill camps, and ‘travel’ teams. As these sports
extend their programs beyond traditional seasons, there is greater demand
for scarce resources and increasing potential for conflicts over scheduling.
These pressures are also impacted by the emergence of new sport activities,
which need facility access, but also involvement in other recreation
6
activities.



Participation in recreation is typically
concentrated in a few activities Canadians who are active in recreation
activities tend to engage in only a select
few on a regular basis. For instance, the
most popular sport activities within Canada
include golf, ice hockey, and soccer.
Gender seems to influence the choice of
sport with men preferring the three
aforementioned sports and women
participate more in golf, soccer, and
7
swimming. However, this pattern of
activity is also apparent in all types of
recreation activities, not simply sport activities.



Decline in leisure time - Leisure time has been decreasing for Canadians
over the past 20 years, which may help explain some of the trends that have
8
been presented within this section. For example, the declines observed
generally in the activities measured in the Alberta Recreation Survey may be
influenced by this trend. As well, the concentration of participation in a few
sport activities might be influenced by the decline of leisure time among
Canadians.



Increased demand for higher quality and higher use recreation facilities
has often led to higher costs to participate in recreation - Over the past
half century, municipalities have invested in a variety or recreation facilities
such as pools, arenas, courts, diamonds and playing fields. Many
municipalities continue to invest in these facilities, but there has been a
growing trend for the investment to be in newer ‘higher end’ and ‘value
added’ facilities such as leisure pools (wave pools, water slides, lazy rivers,
etc.), fitness centres, field/racquet facilities, artificial turf, etc. Financing
these kinds of facilities has been challenging for government agencies and,
as such, there is a growing trend toward increased ‘user pay’ approaches to
help fund construction, as well as operations of these facilities. The result
has been increasing the quality of recreation facilities; but also increasing
costs for individual participation, which ultimately affects participation rates
9
especially among lower income households.

6

Source: Trends in Community Sport Participation and Community Sport Organizations since the 1990s: Implications for
West Vancouver, Richard Gruneau, Simon Fraser University, 2010.
7
Sources: Sport Participation 2010, Research Paper, Canadian Heritage, Government of Canada, February 2013 and
Environmental Scan 2010: Trends and Issues in Canada and in Sport, Policy Research Group, Department of Canadian
Heritage.
8
Source: Sport Participation 2010, Research Paper, Canadian Heritage, Government of Canada, February 2013.
9
Source: Trends in Community Sport Participation and Community Sport Organizations since the 1990s: Implications for
West Vancouver, Richard Gruneau, Simon Fraser University, 2010.
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Programs being developed to encourage activity among Canadians,
especially those interested in the treatment or prevention of obesity –
Over the last couple of decades, childhood, adolescent and adult obesity has
been a major health issue in many western countries; mainly due to its
association with diabetes, hypertension, and other health problems. Within
Canada, many physical education programs have experienced cuts from
curriculums within public school systems, which has affected obesity among
youth, but has also contributed to lower levels of physical literacy among the
youth population. Various organizations have been advocating for increased
active lifestyles among children and youth; including municipalities. Children
are increasingly benefitting from a wide variety of exercise programs that
have been created, some of which are supported by financial funding
organizations. The intent of many of these exercise (recreation, sport, etc.)
programs is to help kids learn and apply physical literacy. It is expected that
increased knowledge in physical literacy will help promote life long active
lifestyles among the population.

The above trends and issues represent opportunities, but also challenges for
municipalities in delivering recreation programs and services to residents. The
recreation sector as a whole experiences constant
change with emerging and evolving interests and
expectation of residents and stakeholders. However,
it is acknowledged that these changes are typically
not dramatic over a short period of time. Rather,
these trends tend to evolve over time. As such, it is
important to keep on top of developing trends and
how they may be affecting or occurring within the
community. Municipalities often develop close
relationships with other program providers and facility
operators in the recreation sector by working with
groups of stakeholders, establishing advisory
committees, or consulting with organized groups of
citizens. Some examples include recreation boards
comprised of citizens and stakeholders that provide
input into decisions about programs and services that
are provided by municipalities. Further, it has

“Accessibility and affordability of
activities/services/programs. It's
critical that planners are keenly
aware of the already high cost of
living in Banff, low wages and
changing demographic (i.e. residents
from foreign countries) when
determining the direction of this
master plan. Engaging residents from
various backgrounds in this
conversation is essential, and
working with other cultures to
develop a plan that will allow Banff's
diverse populations to share their
own unique recreation/leisure
preferences/traditions while
experiencing some uniquely Canadian
activities will help make us a more
welcoming community.”
Resident comment on online survey to most
important issues for Town of Banff Recreation
Department to address over next 5 years

become increasingly common for representatives of
the sport community to organize sport councils with
the assistance of municipalities to advocate
participation ins sport, provide input into issues affecting sport, coordinate sport
related issues, etc. These kinds of close relationships with the recreation service
sector enables municipalities to be aware of changes that may be occurring
within the community.
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Growing interest in health, wellness, and
fitness among the population is an important
trend within the recreation sector. Influencing
this growth is the baby boomer generation,
which is becoming more aware of the benefits
of health, wellness, and fitness. However, the
recreation sector has been developing
programs and initiatives to ensure that all age
groups benefit from optimal health, wellness,
and fitness. The intent of these programs
and initiatives are to develop physical literacy among the population, particularly
children and youth, but also all ages, to ensure that individuals are informed
about the benefits of health, wellness, and fitness, and have the confidence and
abilities to be participate in active programs throughout their lives. Increasingly,
municipalities are investing resources to ensure that residents have opportunities
to develop physical literacy and engage in health, wellness, and fitness
opportunities.
Residents acknowledge that recreation is important for all citizens. Throughout
the public engagement process, participants stated that the availability of
recreation programs, services, and activities contribute to the quality of life in the
community and benefit all who live in Banff. It was also recognized that it can be
difficult for many residents to afford recreation and take advantage of the benefits
that are attributed to participation in recreation. As well, there are many new
residents who may need assistance to learn about and engage in what is
available within the community. Participants of the engagement process often
stated that these are the kinds of issues that should be addressed by the Town of
Banff. Actually, many municipalities consider these kinds of issues to be
fundamental to the programs and services that are provided to community
residents.
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5.0 SERVING THE BANFF COMMUNITY
Various factors were identified through the master planning process as being
influential to the development priorities and direction for recreation programs and
services in Banff; in particular, characteristics of the Banff population and
interests, behaviours, and expectations for recreation programs, services, and
activities among residents. These factors are examined in this section of the
report.

5.1

The Banff Citizenry
Banff is a vibrant community that is influenced
by history, diversity, and change. There are

Table 5.1: Census Populations
10,000
9,386

long-term residents who have lived in the
community for much or all of their lives, as well

8,352

as those who stay in the community for a short
period of time for employment or have recently

8,721

9,000

8,244

8,000

immigrated from another country. Based on the
Banff Municipal Census conducted in 2014, the
population of Banff is 9,386, which is higher

7,000
2005

2007

2011

2014

Source: Banff Municipal Census

than previous census counts (Figure 5.1).
Further characteristics of Banff and its residents provide context for assessing
community needs and expectations for recreation programs and services.


Banff has a young population - The
average age of Banff residents in 2011
based on the Federal Census was 31.5
years, which was younger than the average
age of Alberta (36.5 years) and Canada
10
(38.0 years). The primary contributor for
the younger age in the community is that
there is a large segment of the population
that is between 20 and 39 years of age
(Figure 5.2).

4,000

Table 5.2: Distribution of Population
among Age Groups

3,000
2,000
1,000
0
0 to 19

20 to 39
2001

40 to 59

2006

Source: Federal Census

10

Source: 2011 Federal Census, Statistics Canada.
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Youth are an important segment of
population – Throughout the research
conducted for the Master Plan, stakeholders and
respondents indicated that youth should be
considered an important segment of the
population when considering recreation issues
and initiatives for the community. It is worth
noting that in 2011 approximately one in seven
residents (16%) was under 20 years of age. In
comparison, about a quarter of the Alberta (25%)
and Canadian (23%) population was under 20
11
years of age.

“I'm 25 but the youth are important.
They are the ones that will live with
these decisions longer and so on. This
is not a retirement town, we are
young active and need to be on par
with other towns and cities. Keep up
the great work!”
Resident comment on online survey



Seniors population growing – As can be seen
in Figure 5.2, the number of seniors (60 or more years old) within the
community has been gradually increasing over the past decade. Even so,
the proportion of the Banff population that is seniors (10%) is lower than the
12
Alberta (16%) and Canadian (21%) population.



Tourism industry is an important sector of the Banff economy - The
tourism industry, which represents a significant proportion of employment in
the community, attracts a younger population to Banff. There are high and
low seasons for tourism in Banff, which can affect the availability and stability
of work within the community. Young adults are attracted to the community
during the high seasons of tourism to fill jobs that may not be available during
low seasons. As well, many of the jobs available in the community are part
time and some residents work at more than one job to earn enough income
to be able to live in Banff. Based on the 2014 Banff Census, approximately
one in five residents who comprise the Banff labour force have more than
one job.



Residents affected by high costs to
live in Banff - Throughout the
research conducted for this Master
Plan, stakeholders and residents
indicated that high living costs and low
wages likely affect participation in
recreation activities. The data
presented in Table 5.1 lends support to
these suggestions with lower housing
ownership compared to Alberta and
13
Canadian levels, higher than average
shelter costs, and lower income levels
(at least in comparison to Alberta).

Table 5.1: Housing and Income Characteristics
Characteristic
Banff
Alberta
Canada
Housing Tenure
Own
46%
74%
69%
Rent
54%
26%
31%
Other
0%
<1%
<1%
Total
100%
100%
100%
Shelter Costs
(of household income)
Spend <30%
71%
76%
75%
Spend 30% or more
29%
24%
25%
Total
100%
100%
100%
Median Monthly Shelter Costs
$1,233
$1,017
$784
for Rented Dwellings
Median Income
$34,448 $36,306 $29,878
Average Income
$40,394 $50,956 $40,650
Source: Statistics Canada, National Household Survey 2011

 Increasing ethnic diversity in community – In 2002, the Federal
Government introduced the Temporary Foreign Worker Program, which
provided opportunities for Banff employers to attract immigrants to work.
Over the past decade, the influence of this program has helped to change the
demographic profile of the community. Based on the 2011 Banff Census,
more than a quarter of residents who moved to Banff in the preceding five
years came from outside of Canada. Statistics Canada reported in 2011 that
11

Source: 2011 Federal Census, Statistics Canada.
Source: 2011 Federal Census, Statistics Canada.
13
Note: Banff 2014 Census revealed that 43% of respondents stated living in a not-owner occupied residence.
12
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76% of Banff residents were Canadian citizens compared to 93% for Alberta
14
and 94% for Canada. As well, a considerable portion of the student
population at Banff primary and secondary schools are children from outside
15
of Canada. Some of the countries from which recent immigrants primarily
16
originate include Philippines, Japan, and United Kingdom.
 Walking is an important mode of travel in community – The Banff 2014
Municipal Census revealed that about four in ten workers walk to work in
either the summer (41%) or winter (44%). As well, approximately one in
seven households (14%) does not have a private vehicle among its residents.
It’s also worth noting that Banff has public transit service within the
community, but also between Banff and Canmore.

5.2

Recreation Participation
Level of Participation
Many Banff residents, on the whole, perceive

Table 5.3: Perceived Activity Levels
60%

themselves to be active participants in recreation
activities. As suggested in the introduction of this

40%

Master Plan, many residents have moved to Banff
because of the recreation opportunities that are

20%

available in and around the community. Figure
5.3 shows that approximately four in ten stated in

0%
Very active Somewhat Not very Not at all
active
active
active
Banff Other Communities

the residents survey that members of their
household are very active in recreation activities.
This proportion is significantly higher than that

18

Source: Residents Survey

observed in other communities that have had similar questions posed to their
residents.

17

For the most part, these data would suggest that many Banff

residents are keen participants in recreation activities and many take advantage
of the opportunities afforded to them from the community.
Table 5.4: Perceived Activity Levels Population Segments

Some segments of the population, however,
perceive themselves to be less active than
others. In particular, residents who expect to live
temporarily in Banff, visible minorities, and recent
immigrants are significantly more likely to
perceive themselves as being less active than
the Banff population as a whole (Figure 5.4).
These observations are noteworthy in that many
stakeholders who were interviewed for the
Master Plan indicated that these segments

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Very active Somewhat Not very
active
active

All (n=400)
Visible Minority (n=51)

Temporary (n=49)
Recent Immigrants (n=72)

Source: Residents Survey
14

Source: Statistics Canada, National Household Survey 2011.
15
Source: Banff Recreation Facilities Master Plan, 2013.
16
Source: Statistics Canada, National Household Survey 2011.
17
Source: Meta-analysis involving data from other Alberta communities.
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should be given specific consideration to foster engagement in the community
and ensure reasonable recreation opportunities are available to everyone.
To gain a sense of the types of activities that are
popular among Banff residents, respondents to the
telephone survey were asked to identify the kinds of

activities identified by respondents (full lists are

“I have a son and a step son and step
daughter, between us, all our children
are doing activities, dance, hockey,
skating, karate, we do a lot of
activities.”

presented in Appendix E). It is expected that the

Comment from Focus Group Participant

activities that each member of the household
participates in. Table 5.2 presents the common

responses likely are not completely exhaustive of all
the activities members of the household participates
in. Rather, the responses likely represent those
activities that respondents remember or are most popular.
Table 5.2: Top 15 Activities among Age Groups
(in the past year)

% of Persons within Households in Age Group
Newborn
to 6
7 to 12 13 to 19 20 to 39 40 to 64
65+

Activities
Day hiking
Bicycling
Downhill skiing/Snowboarding
Swimming - for pleasure
Cross-Country skiing
Walking for pleasure
Swimming lessons
Ice hockey
Fitness/exercising/cardio/strength
Mountain biking (off-road)
Soccer – outdoor
Canoeing
Yoga/Pilates
Going to the park/playground
Mountain climbing
Attend a musical concert
Gymnastics
Skateboarding
Basketball
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Running/jogging
Golf
Attend a fair or festival
Going to the library
Horseback riding/trail riding
Overnight camping
Participate in organized dance
Tennis
Attend live theatre
Gardening
Volunteering
Participating in musical arts

19
27
19
18
14
18
8

17

33
39
59
27
12
28
28
13
24
9

44
41
38
23
19
6

53
29
48
14
14
10

52
33
32
17
20
21

46
37
23
16
29
41

15
14

6
20
11

21
7

11
11

8
11

10
7

6
8

9
9

13

9
11

9
14

7

6

8

16
9
6
6
13
8

24
11
13

6

19
14
12

6
13

5
10
6
5
5

9
6

16

7
7

13
6

5
7
7
7
6

Source: Residents Survey
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Several key observations are apparent from the data that are presented:


Outdoor passive activities are
commonly engaged in among
residents – Some of the more commonly
identified activities are outdoor and
passive in nature such as day hiking,
bicycling, walking for pleasure and
canoeing; some of which are much more
likely to be engaged in than among
residents of other communities (e.g. day
18
hiking). It is likely that these kinds of
activities are influenced by the natural
surroundings of Banff.



Some activities are multi-generational – Of all the activities presented in
Table 5.2, day hiking, bicycling, downhill skiing/snowboarding, swimming,
cross-country skiing, walking for pleasure, and mountain biking rank as one
of the top fifteen activities among almost all age groups. Day hiking,
bicycling, and downhill skiing/snowboarding are the most commonly engaged
in activities. Swimming, cross-country skiing and walking for pleasure were
identified by respondents to a slightly lesser extent.



While swimming is common among all generations, swimming lessons
are undertaken by children – Swimming lessons were commonly identified
for children under 13 years of age, which demonstrates the importance of
this activity among families. Typically, swimming lessons are considered
important to allow children to learn basic life skills and ensuring that access
is available is essential for a community.



Fitness training becomes a prominent activity in youth and continues
into later age groups – Fitness training becomes prominent as a top fifteen
activity among 13 to 19 year olds and rises in popularly as the population
matures. Similarly, yoga/Pilates follows a similar trend to fitness training in
that it is an activity the was commonly identified for residents aged 13 and
older, as well as older age groups.



Sport activities tend to be identified for children and youth – Sport
activities such as ice hockey, soccer, gymnastics, and basketball tended to
be identified for children and youth more so than for adults. In contrast, golf
was a sport activity mainly identified among older Banff residents (e.g. 40+
years).



Attending arts events are more commonly identified for youth and
adults – Activities such as attending music concerts, fairs or festivals, and
live theatre were more likely identified for residents aged 13 or older.

18

Note: In the 2013 Alberta Recreation Survey, about four in ten households identified at least one member having
participated in day hiking. Although the data were gathered differently between the Residents Survey and the Alberta
Recreation Survey, it demonstrates the prevalence of participation in day hiking among Banff residents.
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Reasons for participation in recreation are
wide ranging. This might be expected as the
kinds of recreation activities available are also
quite broad such as arts and cultural, casual
leisure, exercise/fitness training, family
support, life skills/personal development,
social activities, and structured competitive
sport activities (see Appendix F for list of
activities within these categories). However,
when asked about the benefits of participation
(or reasons for participation), the most
commonly cited responses included to be
physically fit or active, to socialize with or

Table 5.3: Benefits of Recreation Participation
% of
Respondents
Benefit
(n=359)
To be physically fit/active
71
To socialize with other people/meet people
50
To have fun
18
To become refreshed/feel good
18
To help the community
11
To reduce stress
9
To keep busy
8
Improves mental health
8
To develop/improve skills or abilities
5
To spend time with family or partner
4
To be involved in positive things
3
To gain a sense of accomplishment
3
To acquire knowledge/be informed
3
To be creative
2
Source: Residents Survey

meet other people, to have fun, to become
refreshed or feel good, and to help the community (Table 5.3).
A large proportion of respondents to the
Residents Survey strongly agreed that
members of their household participate in
recreation activities as often as they would like;
however, about four in ten stated that they
somewhat agreed or somewhat or strongly

Figure 5.5: Participate in Recreation As
Often As Would Like (n=384)
60%
40%
20%

disagreed (Figure 5.5). It is worth noting that
respondents who had immigrated to Canada

0%
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
agree
agree
disagree disagree

within the past five years were significantly less
likely to strongly agree that members of their
household participate in recreation as often as

Source: Residents Survey

they would like than other Banff residents (see data in Appendix E).
When asked why they did not strongly agree with recreating as often as would
like, some respondents stated reasons associated with other priorities or time
constraints such as work, family or school commitments (see data in Appendix
E). Even so, a considerable portion stated that there were challenges with facility
or program accessibility, mainly in terms of available opportunities not matching
personal schedules. There is also evidence in the responses to suggest that
some residents are challenged to pay the prices or fees associated with
participating in recreation and leisure activities. These observations are
consistent with findings presented earlier in this document about perceptions
among some residents who disagreed that registration fees, equipment costs
and other expects for recreation and leisure are affordable.
Some recreation and leisure activities are structured (e.g. classes, courses,
lessons, or programs with scheduled sessions that require registration), while
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others are unstructured. About one in four respondents to the Residents Survey
indicated that at least one member of the household participated in structured
recreation and leisure activities (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6: Involvement in Structured
Recreation Activities

Banff residents who are less likely to
participate in structured activities include

80%

temporary residents, households without

60%

children living at home, and recent

40%

immigrants to Canada (see data in Appendix

20%

E). Nonetheless, those respondents who

0%
Yes

participate in structured activities were asked

Involvement in Structured
Activities (n=393)

about the appropriateness of the number of
sessions (e.g. lessons, competitions,
practices, training, etc.) that are available. In

No

Too many

The right
number

Too few

Number of Sessions Available (n=155)

Source: Residents Survey

the majority or cases, respondents stated that the right number of sessions are
available. About one in five suggested that there are too few sessions available.
The relevancy of these findings are that some participants would like to have
more opportunities for participation within the existing programs that they are
involved in; however this opinion is not widespread.
The types of activities for which respondents stated
were too few were wide ranging (see data in
Appendix E) with yoga, swimming lessons, and
fitness training/exercising being the most cited.
Yoga and fitness/exercising was typically identified

Yoga – 24%
Swimming lessons – 21%
Fitness Training/exercising – 15%
Sport-related (all types) activities – 41%

Most commonly cited structured activities
with too few sessions

for adults, while swimming lessons was for children
(newborn to 12).
Sport activities are the most common activity that respondents indicated there
are too few session, if all sport-related activities (e.g. with competitions/games
and practices/training) are taken into account. In most cases, these were
associated with children or youth rather than adults sessions.
Common reasons for suggesting too few sessions being available in registered
programs often reflect some of the challenging issues that were identified by
recreation program providers and facility operators such as lack of volunteers
and time scheduling (see data in Appendix E).

Common Reasons for Too Few Activities
 Simply want more sessions
 Not enough coaches/instructors/volunteers
 Available times don’t fit schedule
 Activities full/can’t register
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Location of Participation
To gain a sense if Banff residents are able to access recreation activities close to
home, survey respondents were asked where members of their household
mainly participate in activities. Responses to these inquiries suggests Banff
residents are able to access most of their recreation activities within the
community. Figure 5.7 shows that a significant majority of respondents stated
that the activities in which members of their household engage in are mainly
undertaken in Banff. It is also apparent that this pattern is evident for all
residents regardless of age. Residents in the age group of 20 to 39 are most
likely to recreate mainly outside the community, most likely due to the prevalence
of activity types such as day hiking and downhill skiing/snowboarding.
Figure 5.7: Location of Recreation and Leisure Activities
(Marjority of Activity Occuring)

100%
80%
60%

Banff
91%

89%

91%

81%

90%

Canmore

90%

Bow Valley

40%

Calgary
20%
0%

3% 2%
4%
Newborn to 6

4% 3%
4%
13 to 19

6% 2%
1%
7 to 12

3%
8%
8%
20 to 39

2%5%
3%
40 to 64

Other

2% 4%
4%
65+

Source: Residents Survey

To further understand where Banff residents access activities, analysis was
conducted to determine the locations of the top 15 recreation activities
undertaken by Banff residents (based on activities presented in Table 5.2). Once
again, this analysis reveals that the majority of recreation activities undertaken
among residents occurs within Banff (Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.8: Location of Recreation and Leisure Activities Top 15 Activities - All Age Groups
(Marjority of Activity Occuring)
88%
73%
91%
91%
73%
98%
97%
75%
88%
98%
94%
93%
96%
81%
95%

Day hiking
Downhill skiing/Snowboarding
Bicycling
Swimming - for pleasure
Cross-Country skiing
Walking for pleasure
Fitness training/exercising
Mountain biking (off-road)
Canoeing
Yoga
Attend a musical concert
Running/jogging
Ice hockey
Mountain climbling
Golf

0%

20%

Banff

40%

Canmore

Bow Valley

60%

Calgary

80%

100%

Other

Source: Residents Survey
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Detailed analysis of the data based on specific activities or issues is presented in
Figure 5.9. These data suggest that the majority of aquatic activities, such as
swimming for pleasure, swimming lessons, lap swimming, and aquasize occurs
in Banff. Similarly, arena and curling activities principally occur in Banff among
residents, as well as skateboarding, going to the library, and children/youth
camps and before and after school programs.
Figure 5.9: Location of Recreation and Leisure Activities
based on Various Issues
(Marjority of Activity Occuring)
91%

Ice arena/Curling

Aquatics

Swimming - for pleasure

100%

Swimming lessons

75%

Lap swimming
Aquasize

100%

Skating - Ice - For pleasure

98%
96%
90%
100%
90%

Ice hockey
Curling
Skating - Speed Skating
Skating - Ice - lessons

67%
60%

Canmore

Wall climbing
Martial arts

82%
75%
73%

Soccer - outdoor
Baseball/softball/fastball
Soccer - Indoor

91%

Other

Skateboarding

100%

Going to the library

64%

Summer and other day camps

100%

Before and after school programs

0%

20%
Banff

40%
Canmore

60%
Bow Valley

80%
Calgary

100%

Other

Source: Residents Survey

Some of the recreation and leisure activities more commonly engaged in
Canmore, which is situated approximately 26 kilometres from Banff, include lap
swimming, wall climbing, martial arts, soccer (indoor and outdoor), and
baseball/softball/fastball. However, even with all of these examples, the data
suggest that for the majority of respondents activities mainly occur in Banff.
Location was further explored with Banff residents to understand perceptions
about having all recreation and leisure activities available in Banff as compared
to traveling to other communities such as Canmore. Figure 5.10 suggests that
some Banff residents decide not to participate in certain recreation activities
because these activities are only offered in Canmore. About one in seven
respondents strongly agreed with this assertion. Even so, a significant majority
of respondents to the Residents Survey concurred that it is reasonable that Banff
residents may need to travel to Canmore to access all of the recreation
opportunities that interest them. On the whole, about one in seven respondents
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did not agree to this contention and, it is assumed, would prefer to have all
activities of interest available to them within Banff. The data also infer that most
residents acknowledge that if users are willing to pay for the availability of
recreation opportunities, it may make sense to have them available in Banff.
However, fewer respondents agreed that it’s reasonable to have opportunities
available in Banff if property taxes were to increase for Banff residents.
Generally, these findings imply that there are limits to the extent to which
residents believe that opportunities should be offered within the community and
that it is reasonable that they might travel outside to access some opportunities.
Figure 5.10: Perceptions about Location of Recreation and Leisure Opportunities
Over the past 12 months, members of my household decided not to participate in certain
recreation and leisure programs because they were only offered in Canmore (n=348)

14%

It is reasonable that residents of Banff and Canmore may need to travel between the
communities to access all of the recreation and leisure opportunities that interest them
(n=369)

20%

48%

46%

It is better to provide recreation and leisure programs and services in Banff rather than
have residents travel to Canmore, even if it means admission, program, and membership
fees will increase for Banff residents (n=355)

38%

22%

It is better to provide recreation and leisure programs and services in Banff rather than
have residents travel to Canmore, even if it means property taxes will increase for Banff
residents (n=352)

37%

14%
0%

Strongly agree

18%

30%
20%

24%

9%

16%

27%
40%

Somewhat agree

7%

30%

60%

Somewhat disagree

80%

100%

Strongly disagree

Source: Residents Survey

Migration in Recreation and Leisure Activities
Figure 5.11: Stopping (In Past Year) and
Starting (In Next Year) Recreation Activities

To get a sense of migration in recreation
activities among Banff residents,

40%

respondents to the Residents Survey were
asked about stopping and starting activities

20%

(Figure 5.11). Analysis of the data suggest
that there is almost as many residents who

0%
Very likely Somewhat
likely

might start a new activity in the next year
as has stopped one in the past year;

19

possibly suggesting that participation is
relatively stable in recreation participation

Stopped Like to Start
Activity
Activity
(n=392)
(n=380)

Not very
likely

Likelihood to Start (n=380)

Source: Residents Survey

with limited fluctuations, neither wide
swings in increases nor decreases. Indeed, the data suggest that there are
19

Note: Approximately a quarter of respondents indicated that there was someone in the household who was interested
in starting a new recreation and leisure activity; however, taking into account data about likelihood of starting an activity
among these respondents (very likely), the proportion of respondents who might engage in a new activity is similar the
proportion who stopped an activity.
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about as many residents likely to start an activity in the next year as stopped an
activity in the past year.
The activities that respondents suggested members of their household want to
start or had stopped are wide ranging (see data in Appendix E) with not specific
activity surfacing. However, the analysis shows that adults are more likely than
children or youth to be interested in starting or had stopped participating in
activities.
When considering the common reasons for why members of household stopped
or have not started activities, nothing available or organized, opportunities not
matching schedule, and can’t afford or prices too expensive surface, and are
relevant to findings already presented in this document about issues that might
be addressed by the Town of Banff.
Reasons Activities Stopped

Reasons Activities Not Started















Poor health/handicapped
No longer interested
Not organized or available
Opportunities not matching schedule
Work commitments
Too busy or involved with other activities

No time
Work commitments
Nothing organized/available
Can’t afford/Prices too expensive
Too busy or involved with other activities
Opportunities not matching schedule

Increasing Recreation and Leisure Participation
More promotions or communications, affordability,
and improvement of services were suggested by
respondents of the Residents Survey for how
participation among Banff residents in recreation and
leisure activities might increase (Table 5.4). These
kinds of issues were also emphasized among
participants in focus groups. It was common for
participants to state that they would like to have
easier access to information about recreation
opportunities in Banff. Quite a few participants
indicated that they use the Internet to search for
recreation activities that interest them and expressed
concern about the challenges of using this approach
due to some organizations not having an Internet
presence. Several participants stated that there are
lists of organizations on the Town of Banff website,
but often there is limited contact information (e.g.
lack of websites). Other participants indicated that

“Everybody thinks the same thing, Banff
advertisements are only for tourists. I’d
become active if I knew it’s for me, as
someone that works in Banff. Only
locals have PO boxes, who goes on ROAM
only the locals, put the information
where locals go. All the brochures are at
hotels, locals don’t go to hotels.”
“We’re on a single income, it’s important
to have those introductory nights
because we are selective about what we
choose to do because we can’t afford
everything.”
“There should be more diversity in
timings and schedules … that will
encourage people to do more activities.
It is expensive living in Banff, I have two
jobs and it is difficult to find things to do.
I would normally be at the office tonight,
but I took it off because I want to do
something for community.”
Comments from Focus Group
Participants

they use the Bow Valley Learning Council program
guide, but indicated that it does not have all the
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opportunities that are available to residents (e.g. lack of information about sport
organizations). Affordability was also a common theme in the focus groups in
that opportunities were perceived to be expensive, especially among participants
who were recent immigrants to Canada. Low wages among participants were
often identified as being a cause of perceptions about lack of affordability.
Further, many focus group participants spoke about working several jobs or
during evenings and weekends when many of the recreation opportunities are
available.

Categories of
Suggestions

Table 5.4: Suggestions for Increasing Recreation and Leisure Participation
% of
Respondents
Detailed suggestions
(n=280)

More promotion/
communications

31

Affordability

27

Improve services

26

More programs

17

Facilities

12

Other

15

% of
Respondents
(n=280)

More promotion/advertising of recreation/leisure opportunities
Make registration fees for recreation/leisure activities more affordable
Make the cost of using facilities more affordable to part
Make subsidies available for low income families
Make the cost of using facilities more affordable to rec/leisure
organizations
More government funding for recreation and leisure activities
More private sector/sponsorship funding for rec/leisure
Have activities scheduled at better times
Ensure easier access to facilities (transportation, close to home)
Make equipment for recreation and leisure activities more
Introduce children to recreation and leisure activities in school
Ensure more instructors/coaches/volunteers available
Provide better training for instructors/coaches/volunteers
More activities that don't require registration (drop in)
Develop more programs for children/youth
Develop more/better programs (generally)
Develop more programs for adults
Develop more programs for seniors
Build more recreation and leisure facilities in Banff
Expand the trail system
Nothing can be done
Reduce the amount of competitiveness in rec/leisure activities

31
11
8
5
1
1
1
13
5
4
2
1
1
1
6
5
4
2
11
1
14
1

Source: Residents Survey

It is also worth noting that many of the recent
immigrant focus group participants indicated that it is

suggested that employer support in the community

“The only time I can go to extra
curricular (recreation activities) , is if it
is sanctioned by the hotel. If I want to
join something, I think about whether my
director would say yes.”

would facilitate participation among employees.

Comment from Focus Group Participant

important for employers to support recreation and
leisure opportunities within the communities. It was
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5.3

Recreation Priorities
To understand potential priorities for recreation programs and services within
Banff among residents, focus group participants were asked to identify specific
categories of activities that the Town of Banff Recreation Department should
emphasize over the next five years.
To assist with the discussion, focus group participants were asked to rate their
perceptions of the availability of recreation opportunities to various types of
recreation activities (Note: participants were given lists of activities that would
comprise the categories - see Appendix F for list). The intent of this query was to
allow participants to consider the availability of activities to Banff residents in their
analysis of which categories should be emphasized by the Town of Banff
Recreation Department over the next five years. Table 5.5 on the next page
shows that participants perceived that there were a lot of opportunities for some
categories of activities, such as Casual Leisure Activities, and there could be
more for other activities, like Family Support.
priorities

21

20

However, when asked about

over the next five years, participants typically chose Casual Leisure

Activities and Structured Competitive Sport Activities. The reasons for why
participants suggested that these categories might have greater priorities over
others include:

•

Casual Leisure Activities – It was suggested that these kinds of activities
involve a large segment of population and have wide appeal for all ages. It
was perceived that costs are lower on the whole (for both public investment
and cost for users), so there is a good return on investment with the number
of people who are involved. There are a few interests among the participants
with this category such as pathways and creating a permanent skateboard
park. Also, the activity of swimming was also of interest to a few focus group
participants (primarily general public group) who were keen on the
community exploring a new leisure oriented facility, typically associated with
The Fenlands to expand it its offerings so that different types of activities to
occur at the facility (multi-use).

•

Structured Competitive Sport
Activities – Participants recognized
that the investment in these kinds of
activities are commonly high and
without public involvement it would be
challenging to have these within the
community. For some participants,
they associated these kinds of activities
with children and youth and suggested
that the interests of this age group
should be a priority for the municipality.

20

Note: These two examples were identified as there is consistency in response by both General Public and Recent
Immigrant participants.
21
Note: Participants were asked to imagine themselves as leading the municipal recreation department and, if so, which
categories they would put additional investment in over the next five years.
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For many of the recent immigrant focus group participants, there was interest
in these kinds of activities, but there were concerns about the ability to afford
participation, the amount of time that is required to be involved, and the
safety associated with the activities. Also, there was a general lack of
awareness of what was available in the community, how to get involved in
these activities, and lacking equipment to participate.
Table 5.5: Findings from Focus Group Discussions about Recreation Priorities
Opportunities Available for Residents
General Public
Recent Immigrants
Future
Recent Immigrant
Recreation Category
Participants
Participants
Investment Comments
Lack of awareness
Arts and Cultural Activities
5 - Lots
2 - Lots
(to be creative or experience
creativity)

4 - Quite a few

3 - Quite a few

0 - Could be more

5 - Could be more

7 - Lots

6 - Lots

2 - Quite a few

2 - Quite a few

0 - Could be more

2 - Could be more

4 - Lots

3 - Lots

5 - Quite a few

3 - Quite a few

0 - Could be more

4 - Could be more

2 - Lots

1 - Lots

2 - Quite a few

4 - Quite a few

5 - Could be more

5 - Could be more

Life skills/Personal
development (to develop life

3 - Lots

1 - Lots

skills, leadership, learning, etc.)

4 - Quite a few

3 - Quite a few

2 - Could be more

6 - Could be more

2 - Lots

1 - Lots

7 - Quite a few

3 - Quite a few

0 - Could be more

6 - Could be more

5 - Lots

0 - Lots

2 - Quite a few

2 - Quite a few

2 - Could be more

8 - Could be more

Casual (Non-Competitive)
Leisure Activities (e.g. for
relaxation, passive exercise, keeping
busy, etc.- often unorganized, etc.)

Exercise/Fitness training

(to

become physically fit)

Family Support

(to provide
activities for families during times
when families may need support)

Social Activities

(to interact with

others)

Structured (organized)
Competitive Sport
Activities (to train and compete –
requires registration)



Affordable activities
Lack of awareness

Lack of awareness

Lack of awareness

Lack of awareness



Perceived expensive
Lack of awareness
Large commitment or
time required
Safety concerns
Lack of employer
support (adult
activities)

Source: Focus Groups conducted for the Programs and Services Master Plan
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Even though the focus group participants suggested
the Casual Leisure Activities and Structured
Competitive Sport Activities as being priorities, it was
also recognized that all of the categories of activities
presented to them were important. Having variety of
recreation activities is imperative to ensuring a vital
and healthy community for all residents and that
everyone has quality of life opportunities, whatever

“ For recreational activities, they
(other communities) have full
recreational facilities in one big
complex. They serve at gathering
point, one kid does gymnastics,
another does hockey, another swims,
Banff doesn’t really have one … Banff
is lacking one central location.”

their interests may be.
During the discussions, it became apparent that
many of the recent immigrant focus group
participants lacked awareness of the availability of
recreation opportunities within the community (see
recent immigrants comments in Table 5.5).
It is also worth noting that during the discussions

“ (in another community) you can see
that they have community activities
on main street and everybody knows
everybody, it makes the community
safer. Yes we all work here, yes I’m
local, but then we do our own thing,
there’s no community-ness. I know
there are activities in Banff, but it’s
more attended by tourists than
locals.”
Comment from Focus Group Participant

focus group participants were asked about places
within Banff that they consider to be community
gathering places. As the discussions evolved, it was
evident that participants were challenged to identify locations in Banff where
residents come together as a community or where they might bump into family,
friends, or neighbours. Both Central Park and The Fenlands Banff Recreation
Centre were discussed, but there were concerns about these locations mainly
due to the perceptions that they are seasonally based (e.g. short summer season
for Central Park and The Fenlands Banff Recreation
Centre focusing mainly on residents interested in
ice-related activities). Of all the possible locations

Banff have a tourist emphasis rather than being

“ I think when you have free time you
want to have opportunity to engage
in more than one activity, to have a
variety … the options that we have
are impressive… I think it’s the
variety that is remarkable for the
community size.”

gathering places for local residents. Several

Comment from Focus Group Participant

suggested, Banff Avenue was identified as the most
likely community gathering place. It was suggested
by a few participants that many of the locations in

participants indicated that more emphasis could be
put on identifying recreation facilities as community
gathering places for residents.
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6.0 RESOURCES AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
As presented earlier in this document, the recreation sector in Banff is served by
Town of Banff, but also other service providers such as program providers,
facility operators, and private sector organizations. All of these providers require
resources to deliver programs and services to the community. This section of the
Master Plan examines resources, particularly human resources, employed within
the recreation services, as well as presents a summary of the expectations and
needs of other service providers for Banff recreation and considers information
that was gathered from comparative municipalities about recreation programs
and service delivery.

6.1

Human Resources of Community Providers
and Volunteering
Many of the community program providers within the Banff community rely
heavily on volunteers rather than paid staff such as full-time, part-time, or
contract staff to deliver programs and services. As can be seen in Table 6.1, it is
much more common for community recreation service providers to have
volunteers fulfill tasks and functions of their organizations than paid staff.

22

As

well, all of the representatives who were interviewed for this Master Plan stated
that it is difficult to attract the volunteers needed to effectively provide activities
and programs. Indeed, it was common for the representatives who were being
interviewed to have held senior positions within their organizations for over a
decade; suggesting that no one has stepped forward to take over the positions
that these representatives are holding.

Table 6.1: Human Resources of Stakeholder Organizations
(Averages)
Paid Part-Time/
Contractors/
Honorariums/
Human Resource Positions
Paid Full-Time Pay Per Contact
Board of Directors/Executive
0.2
0.2
Administrators/Program coordinators
1.3
2.1
Technical (including head and assistant
0.1
1.9
coaches, instructors)
Team managers
0.1
0.0
Officials (e.g. referee/umpire/timekeepers)
0.1
0.2
Other
0.1
0.1

Volunteer
6.7
6.8
7.4
2.1
2.7
1.4

Source: Program Provider Survey

22

It is worth noting that the data presented in Table 6.1 is representative of community-based recreation providers;
mainly not-for-profit, but also private companies. There are no institutional providers represented in the data.
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When asked specifically about whether their
organizations have the human resources
needed to delivery activities, programs, and
services to residents of the community,

60%

Figure 6.1: Organization has Human
Resources Needed to Deliver Activities,
Programs, and Services to Residents (n=22)

40%

most representatives disagreed (Figure 6.1).
It was common for these representatives

20%

when interviewed to suggest that many
0%

Banff residents are inhibited by work

Strongly agree Somewhat
agree

schedules and other commitments to take

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't know

Source: Service Provider Survey

on the volunteer activities required to assist their
organizations, including those who receive (or their children and youth) the
programs and services that are provided by the organization.
Volunteering was explored with
residents through the Residents

Figure 6.2: Volunteering among
Banff Residents

Surveys. The findings suggest that

Definitely
Interested, 5%

many Banff residents currently

Somewhat
interested,
32%

volunteer for recreation organizations in
Banff, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.

Yes, 41%

No, 59%

Actually, these findings are similar to

Not at all
interested,
23%

those obtained about volunteering for
recreation organizations throughout
Alberta (note: 37% of respondents to the

Source: Residents Survey

2013 Alberta Recreation Survey indicated
that members of the household volunteer for recreation organizations).
Nonetheless, the survey of Banff residents suggests that there is some interest
among households that do not currently have someone volunteering to engage in
these kinds of activities. Even so, being able to access these potential
volunteers can be challenging for recreation service providers.
Communities and community-based organizations are always looking for ways to
encourage volunteering to ensure that recreation programs and services are
adequately resourced. In discussions with comparative municipalities
representatives, it was common for them to state that the volunteer base for
organizations is under resourced. Some municipalities indicated that recreation
providers within their communities offer programs free of charge for individuals
(or parents) who volunteer. Even so, municipalities acknowledge that to ensure
that community-based organizations are effectively resourced, there should can
supportive services available for these organizations to access.
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6.2

Other Recreation Providers’ Abilities to Deliver Programs
and Services
On the whole, all other recreation service
providers who participated in the Program

80%

Provider Survey believe their organizations

60%

are able to provide quality, programs,

40%

services, and activities to Banff residents. As
can be seen in Figure 6.3, all survey
respondents agreed with this assertion and
most of these strongly agreed. Even though
these representatives have confidence in the

Figure 6.3: Able to Provide Quality
Activities, Programs, and Services
to Residents (n=23)

20%
0%
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
agree
agree
disagree disagree
Source: Program Provider Survey

programs, services, and activities provided to Banff residents, there are issues in
which they acknowledge challenges. As stated earlier, human resources and
volunteering are areas that other program providers identified as challenging to
the delivery of programs and services to residents. However, there are other
areas that organizations experience difficulties.
Table 6.2 shows responses by program providers to various issues related to
their programs, services, and activities. When it comes to costs, the data
suggest that most program providers perceive the costs for Banff residents to
participate in their programs, services, and activities are affordable in terms of
registration, membership or administration fees and other costs. These data
would suggest that, from the perspective of program providers, programs,
services and activities are affordable. This result may be influenced, in part, by
program providers’ knowledge of the costs to provide their offerings to the public.
Even so, some service provider representatives expressed concern
(disagreement) about their organizations’ abilities to serve all residents who are
interested in what is offered, being able to advertise to residents, and provide
different levels of participation. To a greater extent, representatives disagreed
that participants, members, attendees, or visitors participate as often as they
would like and their organization is able to provide activities, programs, and
services throughout the day to accommodate residents’ schedules.
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Table 6.2: Self-Assessment of Other Recreation Service Providers
(Service Provider Survey)

Statements
Registration/membership/admission fees paid by your
participants/members/attendees/visitors are
affordable (n=23)
Other costs (e.g. equipment, travel, other fees, etc.)
that participants/members/attendees/ visitors are
required to pay are affordable (n=23)
For the most part, your organization is able to serve
all Banff residents who are interested in your
organization’s activities, programs and services
Your organization advertises to Banff residents to
attract participants/members/attendees/ visitors to its
activities, programs, and services (n=23)
Your organization is able to provide the levels of
activities, programs, and services (e.g. introductory,
intermediate, advanced, elite, etc.) wanted by Banff
residents (n=22)
Participants/members/attendees/visitors participate in
activities, programs, and services offered by your
organization as often as they would like (n=22)
(If serving adult participants/members/
attendees/visitors) Your organization offers activities,
programs, and services throughout the day to
accommodate different schedules of Banff residents
(n=21)

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't
Know/
Not
Applicable

70

26

0

0

4

57

22

9

0

13

52

26

13

9

0

39

30

22

9

0

27

27

9

18

18

18

27

23

27

5

14

14

19

24

29

Source: Program Provider Survey

6.3

Other Recreation Providers’ Suggestions for Banff
Recreation
To some extent, the information provided by other recreation providers such as
community-based recreation providers, private companies, and institutional
providers about their programs and services presents context to suggestions that
they offered about how the Town of Banff Recreation Department might enhance
service support to further assist their organizations. The following summaries
highlight the main suggestions offered by other recreation providers.


Promoting recreation and leisure
opportunities in Banff – Some
organization representatives stated
challenges with being able to promote
their activities and programs to Banff
residents. In many cases, the
representatives of these organizations
indicated that lack of resources such as
volunteers and funding precludes
extensive advertising and promotion of
offerings. In some cases, even
updating organizations’ websites can be
challenging. As such, other program
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providers interviewed for this Master Plan suggested that the Town could
assist in getting information to residents, possibly centralizing distribution of
information about program offerings available to residents.

6.4



Assisting with volunteer development – Several representatives
suggested that the Town could facilitate volunteer development with
suggestions such as board development workshops, instruction for coaches,
and recruiting volunteers from the community. A few representatives
indicated that their organizations had benefited in the past from accessing
programs that had been sourced by Town of Banff Recreation staff and that
these kinds of services positively contributed to the development of their
organizations.



Advocating for different levels of participation – Some program
participants are interested in pursuing higher performance levels of their
recreation activities. Local organizations can sometimes be challenged to
provide different levels of participation due to the numbers of participants
available within the community. It was suggested that the Town could work
with organizations to address these challenges and identify solutions to
ensure that participants needs are met.



Addressing lack of facility availability – A few organizations expressed
concern with the availability of facility space to accommodate their
programming. In some cases it is lack of space, while in other cases it is the
appropriateness of spaces that exist within the community. Organizations
are sometimes challenged with fluctuations in annual participation in their
programs and require additional space in those years when demand is
higher. It was suggested that the Town could be a resource to assist
organizations in identifying and using facility spaces within the community
and planning for future spaces needs.



Considering facility costs – A few organization representatives expressed
concern about facility costs and being able to provide affordable
programming to residents. Facility costs can represent a significant
proportion of organizations’ operating budget and increases typically need to
be generated from increased registration fees. Representatives suggested
that the Town should work with organizations to ensure that facility costs are
affordable and identify alternative solutions to ensure costs remain as low as
possible.



Giving Banff organizations priority over out of town organizations – A
few representatives expressed concern about outside organizations
obtaining access to facilities in the community over local organizations. In
these cases, it was suggested that the Town should work closely with local
organizations to ensure that programming needs are being addressed as
effectively as possible.

Learnings from Other Comparable Municipalities
Other municipal recreation departments in western Canada were engaged in the
research program for this Master Plan. Various learnings were obtained from
these municipalities that directly relate to the issues that have been observed
within Banff. Summaries of these learnings are presented below.
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All other municipalities develop
and deliver programs; sometimes
municipalities partner with other
recreation providers – While all of
the municipalities indicated that they
develop and deliver programs to
residents, a few suggested that it is
becoming challenging as there are
more recreation program providers
entering the marketplace.
Programming provided by these
municipalities is generally
introductory in nature (e.g. introduce
participants to the activity), while more advanced opportunities are left to
community-based organizations or private sector providers. If the
municipal programs affect local providers, municipalities generally stop
offering the programs. It is common for other municipalities to be
developing or providing programs that emphasize recreation, sport or
active for life concepts, such as developing physical literacy skills,
introductory programming, and other health and wellness attributes (e.g.
nutrition).

Some examples of recreation, sport, and active living programs being offered
by municipalities include:






Introductory sport programs
Seniors fitness classes
Specific activity training (e.g. cycling, running, triathlon, etc.)
Special events that promote health, wellness, and active living
Coaches clinics

Programming trends identified:



Moving from sport oriented to health, wellness and fitness programming
More offerings of less traditional activities such as rock climbing,
skateboarding, etc.

One municipality recognized the need to provide program opportunities on
different days (e.g. both weekdays and weekends) and at varying times of
day to accommodate work schedules. It was suggested that these programs
have been successful; however some programs have with fewer participants
than others that are offered at different times.


Sourcing qualified staff can be challenging for municipalities – Several
municipalities indicated that it can be challenging to find qualified staff, such
as instructors, to provide programs and services to the public. The main
incentive offered by municipalities is pay levels (to compete with other
providers within the community).



Contractors – Rather than hiring paid staff, most municipalities use
contractors to provide programs (e.g. instructors).
Partner with community based-organizations – At least one
municipality partners with community-based organizations and provides
facilities free of charge to administer programs.
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Volunteers - Some municipalities indicated that participants are given
incentives to volunteer by offering discounts (or no cost) programs.



Programs are typically provided to participants at cost – As much as
possible, program fees are offered to residents at costs. Adult programs are
typically offered at cost or slightly higher, while some children and youth
programs are subsidized to support participation among this age group within
the community.



Some municipalities offer financial subsidy programs; while others
refer residents to other organizations – Some of the other municipalities
have developed and offered financial subsidy programs such as discounted
pass and program fees to low income families (screening required,
subsidized by municipalities). All municipalities referred residents to other
organizations such as Kidsport, Jumpstart, Fitness Tax Credit, etc.



All other municipalities develop and distribute a program guide for
residents – All of the other municipality representatives indicated that a
program guide is developed and distributed to residents to promote programs
and services to the community. These
guides are typically produced twice to
three times a year (program guides are
usually distributed in hard copy and
provided electronically on website).
However, other methods are also used to
promote recreation programs, services,
and activities to residents such as the
municipal website, local media, social
media, etc. Some municipalities allow
access to these communication tools by
community-based organizations and
partners.



Advocating transportation alternatives to recreation facilities – At least
one municipality has worked with the local public transit service to ensure
bus routes include transportation to and from recreation facilities.



Other municipalities establish recreation committees/boards to consult
with communities – Some of the representatives who were interviewed
indicated that committees or boards are formed with other recreation service
providers to talk about community needs and expectations, program
offerings, and work to ensure that there are minimal programming overlaps.



Other municipalities use software programs to administer programs
and services – Several other municipalities indicated use of software
programs to administer programs and manage registrations. Programs such
as CLASS and ActiveNet were identified.



Other municipalities typically have higher levels of staffing compared
to Town of Banff Recreation Department – Other municipalities operate
facilities such as aquatic or pool operations and, as such, have higher levels
of staffing. Administrative staff levels typically involved a director, one or two
managers who are responsible for programming administration, events,
marketing, planning, etc. and one or two full-time administration staff;
however, some of the staff who work at municipal facilities are also used on
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part-time or temporary basis for tasks to augment the capacity of available
administration staff .
It is worth noting that in meetings conducted with Town of Banff Recreation staff
there were concerns expressed about capacity of existing human resources to
effectively meet and serve the needs of the community; especially if additional
programs and services were to be considered through the development of the
master planning process.
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Town of Banff engaged the citizenry of the community in 2014 to develop a
Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan that will guide program and
service delivery between 2015 and 2020.
The Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan
has been developed to “enhance the quality of life of
all Banff residents by promoting health and well-being
through the provision and facilitation of superior
recreation and cultural opportunities” (Banff
Recreation Mission). It has also been developed to
address the unique character of Banff. For instance,

“Recreation and leisure activities
provide a break from work helping
people to relax, get rid of stress and
have fun.”
Resident comment on online survey

the population is generally younger and a sizable
proportion are represented by recent immigrants.
Banff is located within a National Park, which presents
many opportunities and benefits, but also challenges. Many residents’ schedules
are affected by the type of employment that is available within the community
and household incomes, on average, are lower than in other communities. There
are also many residents who stay for short periods of time in the community to fill
seasonal jobs that are associated with the tourism industry.
Many residents of Banff are satisfied with the involvement of the Town in
recreation programs and services. Still, there are areas of program and service
delivery that could be improved. In particularly, some residents expressed the
need for more advertising and promotion, more variety in programming (or more
programs generally), better scheduling of activities/times of classes, and
programs being more affordable.
Other recreation program providers operating in the community perceive that
their organizations are offering quality programs and services to residents;
especially given the resources that are available (e.g. lack of volunteers). They
recognize that they are challenged to effectively advertise or promote their
programs and services due to the reliance on volunteers, but also the lack of
funds available.
The Programs and Services Recreation Master Plan presents objectives and
initiatives intended to increase involvement in and enhance access to recreation
programs and services, and strengthen capacity for the community to offer
recreation opportunities to residents. Fundamental to the Master Plan is the
community development approach that has been adopted by the Town of Banff
to ensure that residents have a wide range of opportunities available to them.
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APPENDIX A
Project Objectives
(From Master Plan Request for Proposals)
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Develop a phased approach to the process that includes the review of the
existing delivery system, determination of the current and future needs, and
development of recommendations and an action plan based on priority or
importance.
Sound community engagement through consultation with all stakeholders
that provide recreation services in the municipality and/or who directly use
programs or services. Engaging the community may include, but is not
limited to, surveys, public meetings/open house, interviews, workshops,
presentations and meetings or any other methodology that is proven to
actively engage the public in identifying community needs or desires of the
Town.
Produce, conduct and analyze:
o a statistically valid and defendable survey that reflects the needs of
our service area population.
o a survey or interview with all local interest groups who have a stake
in community services within the municipality. Provide raw and
summary data.
o a survey or interview with Town and other surrounding local
government staff. Provide raw and summary data.
o public meetings and/or workshops as necessary to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of the research.
o regular meetings with the Master Plan committee with minutes to be
recorded and circulated by the Consultant.
Review the current delivery system to evaluate its effectiveness and
efficiency in meeting the needs of the community, including its relationship to
visitor experience.
Identify and present future usage trends and needs for recreation programs
and services. This should include gaps/needs in programs and services in
the community, services currently being offered that may need to be
reconsidered, technology usage/changes, and essential or core services for
any age or interest group.
Review and evaluate the trends and best practices in the recreation field and
make recommendations on what could be adopted in Banff. This should
include a review of policies, fees, programs, facility booking practices,
service areas, partnerships etc.
Based on community input, develop an implementation and action plan,
based on suggested priorities, to address key findings and recommendations
in the study. This should include a long range service plan with a related
operating budget plan and in concert with the long-range recreation facility
development plan.
Explore the relationship between municipal not-for-profit and private sector
service delivery to identify potential areas of conflict and cooperation (i.e.
contractor verses renting of facilities).
A draft version of the Master Plan will be completed and reviewed in detail
with the Steering Committee and revised as necessary prior to the
completion and presentation of the final report.
Present the Master Plan to Town staff, Town Council, and the community.
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX B
Master Plan Work Program
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The issues and requirements of the Master Plan were addressed through a
comprehensive research and public consultation process that gathered data and
information used to develop key observations and recommendations for recreation
programs and services delivery in Banff. An overview of the work plan is presented in the
following summaries:

•

Project Clarification - The Project Terms of Reference and proposed work program
were reviewed and confirmed with Town of Banff Recreation representatives to
facilitate consistency in interpretation of objectives, tasks and deliverables.

•

Data Gathering (Situation Analysis and Needs Assessment) – Research was
conducted with and gathered from community, stakeholders, management and staff,
industry and comparative municipalities. Various research techniques were
employed to gather data and information needed for the Master Plan. Further, a
comprehensive program involving desk research was undertaken.
General components of this phase of the planning process includes:


Banff staff/Town Council consultations - Input gathered from Town of Banff
management and employees to contribute to the needs assessment and
establish a profile of the existing service delivery system. At one point in the
project, a presentation was made to Town Council and input and feedback
was encouraged.



Community needs assessment - Needs and expectations for Town of Banff
programs and services among residents and stakeholders was examined.





Program and service providers – Indepth interviews and an online
survey was conducted with 43 organizations in Banff and the Bow
Valley region (see list of organization on subsequent page)
General Public Telephone Survey – A telephone survey was conducted
with 400 randomly selected respondents from Banff.
Open Link Online Survey – A total of 114 residents of Banff accessed
an open link online survey that was available through the Town of Banff
website.
Two focus groups were conducted with 21 Banff residents. One focus
group represented members of the general public, while another group
represented recent immigrants/visible minorities.



Industry trends, issues and models – Desk research was conducted to
identify and examine relevant industry trends and issues.



Comparative Municipality Interviews – Telephone interviews were conducted
with 5 municipality representatives that represented communities similar in
population size and situation (e.g. mountain community) as Banff (see list of
communities interviewed on subsequent page).



Analysis and Recommendation Development - The information and data gathered
was analyzed to identify needs and expectations for programs and services, gaps,
existing and future delivery systems, opportunities, areas of concern/issues, etc. In
this component of the work program, a workshop was conducted with member of the
Town of Banff Recreation Department to develop a program objectives for the Master
Plan.

•

Validation - Key findings and recommendations were presented to the public through
an open house. From this session, the consultants incorporated feedback into the
objectives and initiatives.

•

Develop Final Report and Implementation Plan - The findings and
recommendations from the work program were organized and developed into a this
descriptive report.
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Program Provider and Facility Operator Organizations
Active for Life
Alpine Club of Canada
Association for Mountain Parks Protection and Enjoyment
Banff Chess Club
Banff Curling Club
Banff Dance Academy
Banff Duplicate Bridge Club
Banff Gymnastics Club
Banff Heritage Tourism Corporation
Banff Minor Hockey Association
Banff Kyokushin Karate Club
Banff Light Horse Association
Banff Minor Soccer
Banff Public Library
Banff Seniors Society
Banff Skating Club
Banff Springs Tennis Club
Banff Valley Kayak Club
Banff YWCA
Banff/Canmore Speed Skating Club
Bow Valley Naturalists
Bow Valley Riding Association
Bow Valley Soccer League
Canadian Mountain Arts Foundation
Canmore Minor Hockey Association
Canmore Tennis Association
Fairmont Banff Springs Fitness
Homegrown Arts Committee
Illusions Gymnastics
Interpretive Guides Association
Kidsport Bow Valley
Lake Louise Sport and Recreation Centre
Mountain Cabin Quilters Guild
Old Timers Hockey Club
Parks Canada
Pinetree Players Theatre Group
Rimrock Resort – Spa and Fitness
Rocky Mountain Adaptive Sports Centre
Sally Borden Fitness and Recreation at the Banff Centre
The Rocky Mountain Wine & Food Festival
Three Sisters District – Guides of Canada
Town of Banff Community Classes
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies
Comparative Municipal Communities
Cranbrook, British Columbia
Creston, British Columbia
Fernie, British Columbia
Kimberley, British Columbia
Revelstoke, British Columbia
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX C
Work Program Instruments
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Discussion Guide for Town Staff
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Questionnaire for Program Provider Survey
NOTE TO THE READER:





Comments to survey sponsors by consultants are presented in blue.
Instructions to respondents are presented as words in red
For online survey form software programming, instructions are presented as words in green
and are not provided to respondents
For the online survey form, numbering is organized so that questions with same number (e.g.
2.a, 2.b, 2.c …) will be displayed on one webpage.

Introduction e-mail
Subject: Town of Banff Needs Your Assistance

Town of Banff – Recreation Programs
and Services Master Plan
Dear Representative:
The Town of Banff is conducting a Recreation Program and
Services Master Plan to understand current and future needs for
recreation programs and services among Banff residents. The
findings of the Master Plan will establish priorities for recreation,
leisure, and community services in Banff.
You have received this e-mail as a representative of an arts, culture,
sport, or recreation organization to participate in a survey. We ask
that you provide information about your organization’s activities,
programs, and services, as well as needs that your organization
may have to effectively serve Banff residents. Your participation will
help to identify gaps in the availability of recreation activities,
programs, and services to Banff residents.
Click the following link to participate in the survey.
The survey is administered by

SURVEY ACCESS
Please complete the questionnaire by July 21, 2014.
Thank you for helping the Town of Banff with this important study.
Note: This survey is being conducted with respondents through invitation
only. Each organization will be asked to complete one questionnaire. Please do
not forward this e-mail message. Should you prefer to have someone else
respond on behalf of your organization, please contact HarGroup at 1-877-4315002 or BanffRecreationSurvey@hargroup.ca
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Introduction webpage

Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan
Survey of Arts, Culture, Sport and Recreation Organizations

Thank you for your interest and participation in this study.
You are going to be asked a variety of questions about your organization and its
participants/members/attendees/visitors that will help us understand current and future needs for
recreation programs and services among Banff residents.
If, for whatever reason, you are not able to complete the questionnaire all at once, you can close
your browser and go back at a convenient time. When you start the questionnaire again, you can
use the Survey Access link that was provided to you in the invitation e-mail, which will take you to
the position in the questionnaire from which you stopped.
It may take approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete all of the questions that are in the
questionnaire. Please schedule a time when you will be able to complete the survey and provide
all the information requested.
The Town of Banff has contracted an independent consultancy, HarGroup Management
Consultants Inc., to conduct this survey with organizations.
To proceed to and within the questionnaire, please select 'Next' button below.
<NEXT>
Clarifications
There are various organizations that are involved in the recreation sector such as program
providers, facility operators, festival/event organizers, support/service organizations, etc. This
form has been developed to gather input from all types of organizations. As such, if a question
does not apply to your situation, please feel free to leave an answer blank (or select does not
apply) and continue to the next webpage. If, by chance, only a few questions apply to your
circumstances, we ask that you continue to the end of the questionnaire in case there are
questions presented later that are more relevant.
Also, your organization may provide activities, programs, or services to:
Participants – such as program participants (e.g. Community Learning Program or Summer Day
Camp Program registrants, swimming/ fitness lesson program participants, slowpitch or minor
hockey program players, etc.)
Members – pay a members fee to have multiple visit access to programs and services (e.g.
Recreation centre, health club, or Sally Borden membership, golf membership, ski pass, etc.)
Attendees or visitors* – pay an admission fee/buy a ticket (or attend for free) to participate and/or
observe (be a spectator) (e.g. public skating or swimming drop-in, yoga drop-in, festival attendee,
museum/library visitor, etc.)
There are a couple of questions in the form that distinguish among these groups. Please fill in
the responses that you think apply to your organization and leave the others blank. Again, we are
trying to accommodate various organizations (including organizations that are not located in
Banff, but serve Bow Valley area residents) within the recreation sector.
Thank you in advance for your interest and participation in our study.
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Questionnaire
1.

Please provide a brief description of your organization:
(e.g. Types of activities/programs/services provided; levels of activities/programs/services such as introductory,
intermediate, advanced, elite, etc.; how long the organization has existed; etc. )

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2.a

Which of the following geographic areas do the participants/members/attendees/visitors
come from that your organization serves? (Select all that apply)






Banff
Canmore
Other Bow Valley communities (e.g. Exshaw, M.D. of Bighorn, Lake Louise, etc.)
Other geographic locations
Your organization does not provide activities, programs, or services to participants,
members, attendees, or visitors (Go to Q9)

2.b

Comments:____________________________________________

3.a

How many participants/members/attendees/visitors did your organization serve in the
past 12 months and 5 years ago? (Please provide estimates if you do not have records. Use the
responses that you think best apply to your circumstances.)

Total number of (program) participants:
Total number of members:
Total number of attendees/visitors:
3.b

12 months
_________
_________
_________

5 years ago
_________
_________
_________

How many participants/members/attendees/visitors served by your organization are Banff
residents? (Please provide estimates if you do not have records. Use the responses that you think best
apply to your circumstances.)

Number of (program) participants who are Banff residents:
Number of members who are Banff residents:
Number of attendees/visitors who are Banff residents:
3.c

12 months
_________
_________
_________

5 years ago
_________
_________
_________

If the number of participants/members/attendees/visitors who are Banff residents has
increased or decreased over the past 5 years, why do you think these changes have
occurred?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

4.a

(IF SUM of 3.a >0) Please indicate the ages of participants/members/attendees/visitors
that your organization has served in the past 12 months through activities, programs and
services?







Young children (newborn to 5 years)
Children (6 to 12 years)
Youth (13 to 19 years)
Adults aged 20 to 34
Adults aged 35 to 64
Seniors (65+)
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4.b

Comments:____________________________________________

5.a

What trends or issues do you think will affect the activities, programs, and services that
are provided to your participants/members/attendees/visitors over the next 5 years?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5.b

What changes, if any, do you foresee occurring in the activities, programs and services
provided to the participants/members/attendees/visitors that your organization serves
over the next 5 years? (e.g. introducing/reducing programs/services, changes in staffing/volunteers, etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

6.

In 5 years, do you foresee the number of participants/members/attendees/visitors that
your organization serves increasing, decreasing or remaining the same?





7.

7.c.

Increasing
Decreasing
Remaining the same (GO TO Q8.a)
Don't know
(GO TO Q8.a)

How many participants/members/attendees/visitors do you estimate your organization will
serve 5 years from now?

a. Total number of participants:
Total number of members:
Total number of attendees/visitors:

5 years from now
_________
_________
_________

b. Participants who are Banff residents:
Members who are Banff residents:
Attendees/visitors who are Banff residents:

_________
_________
_________

If you expect that the number of participants/members/attendees/visitors who are Banff
residents will increase or decrease in 5 years, why do you think these changes will
occur?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8.a

When does your organization typically provide activities, programs and services to
participants/members/attendees/visitors?







8.b

January
February
March
April
May
June








July
August
September
October
November
December

Comments:____________________________________________
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9.

In your opinion, are there activities, programs and services currently not provided to Banff
residents that you think need to be developed and offered?
 Yes
 No
(GO TO Q11)
 Don't know (GO TO Q11)

10.a

Please provide your thoughts about activities, programs and services currently not
provided to Banff residents that you think need to be developed and offered.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

10.b

Please provide your thoughts about how these activities, programs and services could be
developed and offered to Banff residents.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

11.

Please provide your thoughts about how the Town of Banff might contribute to or partner
with the recreation sector/industry or your organization specifically.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

12.a

(IF Q2a is DOES NOT PROVIDE, Go to Q13)Please indicate the extent to which you
agree or disagree with the following statements: (Rotate)

Registration/membership/admission fees paid
by your participants/members/attendees/visitors
are affordable
Other costs (e.g. equipment, travel, other fees,
etc.) that participants/members/attendees/
visitors are required to pay are affordable
Your organization is able to provide good
quality activities, programs, and services to
participants/members/attendees/visitors
For the most part, your organization is able to
serve all Banff residents who are interested in
your organization’s activities, programs and
services
Your organization advertises to Banff residents
to attract participants/members/attendees/
visitors to its activities, programs, and services
(If serving adult participants/members/
attendees/visitors) Your organization offers
activities, programs, and services throughout
the day to accommodate different schedules of
Banff residents
Participants/members/attendees/visitors
participate in activities, programs, and services
offered by your organization as often as they
would like

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't
Know/
Not Applicable
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Your organization has the human resources
(e.g. paid staff, volunteers, etc.) needed to
deliver the activities, programs, and services
expected of participants/members/attendees/
visitors
Your organization is able to provide the levels of
activities, programs, and services (e.g.
introductory, intermediate, advanced, elite, etc.)
wanted by Banff residents





















12.b

Comments:____________________________________________

13.a

How many individuals are involved in the following positions within your organization?
(Please provide estimates if you do not have records for each position. Please select 'Does not apply' if there
are no individuals in the positions.)

Board of
Directors/Executive
Administrators/Program
coordinators
Technical (including head
and assistant coaches,
instructors)
Team managers
Officials (e.g.
referee/umpire/timekeepers)
Other

Paid
FullTime

Paid PartTime/Contractors/
Honorariums/
Pay Per Contact

Volunteer

______

______

______

______

______

______

______
______

______
______

______
______

______
______

______
______

______
______

Does
not
apply

Select
if
don’t
know

























13.b

Comments:____________________________________________

14.

Does your organization operate facilities/amenities that are used for recreation activities,
programs, and services (either by your organization or other organizations)?
 Yes
 No
(GO TO Q18)
 Don't know (GO TO Q18)

15.

Where are the facilities/amenities located that your organization operates? (Select all that
apply)





16.

Banff
Canmore
Other Bow Valley communities (e.g. Exshaw, M.D. of Bighorn, Lake Louise, etc.)
Other geographic locations

Please provide a description of the recreation facilities/amenities that your organization
operates.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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17.

Are the recreation facilities/amenities your organization operates your amenities available
for rent by other recreation organizations or used solely for your organization’s own
activities, programs, and services?
 Available for rent by other recreation organizations
 Used only for own activities, programs, and services
 Both

18.

In the past 12 months, has your organization rented facilities/amenities located in Banff to
provide activities programs, and services to participants/ members/ attendees/ visitors?
 Yes
 No
(GO TO Q20)
 Don't know (GO TO Q20)

19.

What facilities/amenities has your organization rented in the past 12 months in Banff to
provide activities, programs and services to participants/ members/ attendees/ visitors?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

20.

What comments, if any, do you have about the facilities/amenities that are available to
your organization in Banff for providing activities, programs and services to participants/
members/ attendees/ visitors?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

21.

Please provide any comments or suggestions you have about recreation activities,
programs, and services that you would like considered in the Town of Banff Recreation
Programs and Services Master Plan.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

End
The Town of Banff and HarGroup Management Consultants Inc. thank you for assisting with this
important study. Your time and information will greatly benefit Banff residents.
Should you want to provide additional input to the Town of Banff Recreation Programs and
Services Master Plan, please contact HarGroup consultants at 1-877-431-5002 or
BanffRecreationSurvey@hargroup.ca.
You can now close your browser or go to the Town of Banff Parks and Recreation website
Thank you.
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General Public Telephone Survey
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Open Link Online Survey – General Public
Introduction webpage

Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan
Survey of General Public – Online Consultation Form

Thank you for your interest and participation in this study.
The Town of Banff is conducting a Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan that will guide
service delivery in the community over the next five years.
This online form has been developed to enable Banff residents to provide input and feedback
about arts, culture, recreation, and sport opportunities in the community.
Please take a few minutes to answer the questions presented in this online form. Your
participation will help to identify gaps in the availability of arts, culture, recreation, and sport
activities, programs and services to Banff residents.
The Town of Banff has contracted an independent consultancy, HarGroup Management
Consultants Inc., to administer this online consultation form.
To proceed to and within the questionnaire, please select 'Next' button below.
<NEXT>
Questionnaire
1.

Do you currently reside in Banff?
(as a permanent resident, while working at a seasonal or contract job, etc.)

 Yes
 No
<Next Page>
2.

Please indicate if you are:
 A resident who wants to provide comments about recreation and leisure programs and
services in Banff
 A representative of a user group or stakeholder that would like to provide information
on behalf of your organization (SEND TO ORGANIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE)

<Next Page>
The Town of Banff Recreation Programs and Services Master Plan will address a variety of
opportunities for residents. For the purposes of this questionnaire, the term ‘recreation and
leisure’ refers to various types of activities. For example, there are physical or structured sport
activities like exercising, yoga, gymnastics or playing soccer, basketball, etc., but recreation and
leisure can also involve creative arts and culture activities like painting, learning to act in a play,
or dancing; thinking or learning like reading or taking courses that interest you; attending a
community barbecue or going to a social gathering; casual leisure activities like walking or hiking,
skateboarding, or swimming; being enrolled in summer or day camps, before or after-school
programs and pre-school programs; or attending or being a spectator at events or festivals.
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<Next Page>
3.

From your perspective, what are the benefits to Banff residents from having recreation
and leisure activities, programs, and services available in the community?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
4.

What do you foresee as being the most important issues the Town of Banff should
consider for the provision of recreation and leisure activities, programs and services over
the next five years?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
5.

If it was up to you, what changes would you propose to improve the provision of
recreation and leisure activities, programs, and services for Banff residents?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
6.

Do you or members of your household participate in recreation and leisure activities as
often as wanted?
 Yes (GO TO Q7)
 No
 Don’t know (GO TO Q7)

<Next Page>
7.

For what reasons, if any, do you or members of your household not participate in
recreation and leisure activities as often as wanted?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
8.

In your opinion, are there activities, programs and services currently not provided to Banff
residents that you think need to be developed and offered?
 Yes
 No
(GO TO 10)
 Don't know (GO TO 10)

<Next Page>
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9.

Please provide your thoughts about activities, programs and services currently not
provided to Banff residents that you think need to be developed and offered.
_____________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
10.

In your opinion, what could be done to encourage Banff residents to volunteer for
recreation and leisure organizations that operate in Banff?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
11.

Please provide further comments or suggestions about recreation and leisure activities,
programs, and services in Banff?
_______________________________________________________________________

<Next Page>
Thank you very much for providing your comments about recreation and leisure programs and
services. Your time and opinions are greatly appreciated.
The Town of Banff
and
HarGroup Management Consultants Inc.

You can provide additional comments for the study by sending an e-mail message to the
following address:
survey@hargroup.ca.
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Focus Groups Moderators Guide
A.

Introduction





10 Minutes

Welcome everyone
Introduction of moderator
Introduction of guests/observers
o Role - ask questions and facilitate the discussion, ensure everyone has
opportunity to participate
Statement of proceedings

The Town of Banff is examining expectations among residents for recreation and leisure
programs and services in the community. As such we are going to talk about recreation and
leisure activities that you and other members of your household participate in and your
opinions of what is available to you within the community.
Tonight, we are asking you to represent yourself, but also other members of your household.
When I ask questions, please consider your responses in this context.
As we discuss recreation and leisure, I would like you to think about various types of
activities. For example, there are physical or structured sport activities like exercising, yoga,
gymnastics or playing soccer, basketball, hockey, etc., but recreation and leisure can also
involve creative arts and culture activities like painting, learning to act in a play, or dancing;
thinking or learning like reading or taking courses that interest you; attending a community
barbecue or going to a social gathering; casual leisure activities like walking or hiking,
skateboarding, or swimming; being enrolled in summer or day camps, before or after-school
programs and pre-school programs; or attending or being a spectator at events or festivals.
It is really important for us to hear your thoughts about the issues we will discuss. In some
cases, you may not be aware of or even considered the issues or initiatives that are
discussed. And that is fine. If the issues are new to you, we would also like to know what
your thoughts are about what is being discussed. If you feel that you don’t know, just say so.
It is also important to remember that there are no right or wrong answers to the questions
asked tonight. Someone else might view the issues differently from how you perceive them.
That is ok. We need to hear from everyone, whether the opinions are the same or different.
We will learn from all the discussion tonight including issues where there is agreement and
disagreement among you.
The results will help with the provision of recreation programs and services within your
communities.
Before we begin, I would like to outline how tonight will proceed:



Overview format of group session – approximately 1 and a half hours to 1 hour and 45
minutes
Record the discussion by audio to help with reporting – maintain confidentiality



Statement of rules



o
o


Everyone has opportunity to provide opinions – if you put up your hand or nod, I
will give you an opportunity to speak
We will respect all opinions expressed. We may not agree with what someone is
saying, but we can respect their opinions.

Ask if there are questions.
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Warm-up



To begin, we want you to introduce yourselves, your first name only.
I also want you to think of the recreation and leisure opportunities that are available to
you and members of your household. Then identify one word (or term) that you think
describes recreation programs and services in Banff and share that word with the group.



Follow-up with asking each participant why they chose that word or term.

B. Being Active for Life
10 Minutes


Would you say that members of your household are very active, somewhat active, not
very active, or not at all active in recreation activities? (show hands) Why do you say
that?



Are some members of your household more active than others? (ask to explain)



In some communities, programs are being developed to introduce residents to recreation
activities. It is recognized that some people feel comfortable being involved in physical
recreation activity, while others do not. Some of the programs being developed are for
children and youth, while others are for adults and seniors. In some cases, the programs
introduce participants to specific activities such as a sport like soccer, baseball, hockey,
swimming or fitness and exercise activities such as aerobics, yoga, etc., while others are
more focused on simply being active and involve different activities?
o
o
o
o

How interested do you think members of your household would be to getting
involved in introductory programs like these?
Do you think that these kinds of programs are more for younger members of the
community, or should introductory programs also be developed for older
members?
Do you think that programs that introduce participants to a variety of different
activities would be appealing to members of your household? Why or why not?
Do you think these kinds of programs would be more appealing if they were one
class, two to four classes, five to eight classes, more than eight classes?

C. Recreation Needs and Expectations (Perceived Gaps)
20 Minutes


I want you to consider the definition of recreation that I had mentioned to you earlier.
Essentially, there are different types of recreation activities. On this handout (circulate
handout – next page - and read below), you will see some categories of recreation
activities (read categories and a few examples). Based on what you are aware of or may
know about, we want to know your thoughts about how well Banff is served for each of
the categories of activities that are listed. In other words, you may think that there are
lots of opportunities, quite a few opportunities, or there could be more opportunities
available for Banff residents to participate in these types of activities.




Which of the types of activities did you rate as having lots of opportunities? But, more
importantly, I want to know why you gave a rating of lots of opportunities?
Which of the types of activities did you rate as having quite a few opportunities? And,
why did you rate these as having quite a few opportunities, but not lots of
opportunities?
Which of the types of activities did you rate as could be more opportunities? And,
why did you rate these as could be more opportunities, but not lots of or quite a few
opportunities?
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Arts and cultural activities - to be creative or experience creativity (give examples);
Casual (non-competitive) leisure activities - for relaxation, passive exercise, keeping busy, etc. - often
unorganized, etc. – typically, there is no registration needed (give examples);
Exercise/fitness training -to become physically fit (give examples);
Family support - to provide activities for families during times when families may need support (give
examples);
Life skills/personal development - to develop life skills, leadership, learning, etc. (give examples);
Social activities - to interact with others and build community (give examples);
Structured (organized) competitive sport activities - to train and compete – requires registration (give
examples) – these activities could also be associated with Casual leisure activities if there is no registration

If it was up to you, for example you were responsible for Banff recreation department, which of
these would you put additional investment over the next five years?



In your opinion, are the recreation and leisure needs of you and members of your
household being met by what is available in Banff? Why or why not?




In the past year or so, have you or someone in your household wanted to participate in a
recreation activity, but for whatever reason were not able to? Why or why not?




In your opinion, what is missing or not available that would better meet your needs?

Why has someone in your household not participated in this/these recreation
activities?

(Recent Immigrant Group) Various recreation programs require registration with
organizations. Some examples include fitness/exercise programs or swimming lessons
that often take place once a week and occur over six to eight weeks. Other examples
might include sports activities such as soccer, basketball, hockey, etc. or dance activities
that may occur more than once a week over three to six months. Another example is
summer camps that are run by the Town of Banff that take place Monday through
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Thursday for one week at a time. Are members of your household participating in these
kinds of recreation programs that require registration? Why or why not?




C.

Are members of your household interested in these kinds of recreation programs?
Why or why not?
What could the organizations that offer these kinds of recreation programs do to
make these programs more appealing to members of your household ?

(General Public Group) Let’s say, you were running the Recreation department at the
Town. And, you were given extra funding to improve programs and services for residents
of Banff, which of these categories of activities would you spend that extra funding? Why
is that?
Barriers



10 Minutes

Some of us, or members of our household, may want to be involved in more recreation
activities, while others may not. On this sheet, you will find some statements. I want you
to read through these and check up to two statements that you think best represents the
circumstances within your household (Recent Immigrants Group, Read each statement
out loud – explain if necessary).
__ Members of my household are involved in recreation activities as much as we want
__ Members of my household are involved in recreation activities as much
as we have time for
__ Members of my household would be involved in more recreation activities, but there
is nothing available that interests us
__ Members of my household would be involved in more recreation activities, but there it
is difficult to travel to where the activities are located
__ Members of my household would be involved in more activities, but it is difficult to get
involved because the time we have available does not fit within schedules that
programs are offered
__ Members of my household would be involved in more recreation activities, but we
don’t know how to get involved
__ Members of my household would be involved in more recreation activities, but the
number of times participants are expected to show up or attend seems too much
__ Members of my household would be involved in more activities, but the costs to get
involved are so high
__ The above statements don’t represent our circumstances, rather (specify):_________



D.

(Go through each of the statements asking participants to describe their thoughts around
why they selected each statement – follow-up with questions such as: what could be
done to address your concerns, tell us about your experiences, etc.)
Location of Activities for Banff Residents



E.

In the survey that your households participated in, we learned that a significant majority
of the recreation activities that residents participate in occur within Banff? What are your
perspectives of the availability of recreation opportunities in Banff?
Scheduling of Activities



5 Minutes

10 Minutes

I would like to talk a bit more about the scheduling of recreation programs and services in
Banff. If programs and services were offered at different times of the day compared to
between 5:00 pm and 9:00 pm, would you or members of your household be more likely
to register? Why or why not?
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Has anyone looked for recreation programs and services in Banff that are offered during
the day during weekdays? Tell us about your experience, did you find anything … where
did you look?



Do you think members of your household would be more likely to register for recreation
programs and services in Banff if they were offered on the weekend, or during the week?
o



From your perspective, when do you think it is best for recreation programs to be offered
for:
o
o
o
o
o
o

F.

(IF WEEKEND) Is Saturday or Sunday a better day?

Seniors
Adults who are over 30 years of age up to seniors
Adults who are under 31 years of age
Youth who are in their teens
Children who are aged 6 to 12
Children who are under 6 years of age

Affordability of Recreation Programs and Services

5 Minutes



I would like to get your opinions about the affordability of recreation programs and
services in Banff. Do you think that recreation programs and services are affordable to
Banff residents. Why or why not?



Have the prices of recreation programs and services in Banff affected your choices of
which recreation programs and services members of your household might be involved
in? (ask to explain)



Do you think that recreation programs and services in Banff could be organized
differently to make them more accessible and affordable to residents (ask to explain)?





G.

Fewer sessions
Less qualified instructors
Having fee assistance programs available
Other

Volunteering

5 Minutes



We have spoken to a lot of recreation organizations in Banff that are struggling to find
volunteers to help out. What, in your opinion, makes it difficult for Banff residents to
volunteer their time to these organizations?



What do you think could be done to help these organizations find volunteers?



If you are not specifically involved with an organization or someone in your household is
not involved (e.g. a child who is participating in the program), how likely are you to offer
your time to volunteer (ask to explain)?

H.

Communications


10 Minutes

How do you find out about recreation programs and services that are available in Banff?
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Would you say that it is you know where to find information about programs and services
that are available in Banff? How easy is it to find information about programs and
services in Banff? Or, is it difficult?



Where would you expect to find information about recreation programs and services in
Banff?

I.

Expectations for the Town of Banff


J.

5 Minutes

We have discussed quite a few different issues this evening. What issues do you think
the Town of Banff should focus its attention on over the next few years? Why is that?
Closing

Thank you for attending tonight.
We greatly appreciate the help that you have provided to us. There in an incentive that we would
like you to sign for.
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APPENDIX D
Telephone Survey - Respondent Profiles
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Respondent Profile of Telephone Survey
Characteristic
Age of Household Members

Household Composition

Visible Minority

Recent Immigrant (past 5 years

Person with a Disability

Household Tenure

Own Personal Vehicle

Descriptors
(n)
Newborn to 5 years
6 to 12 years
13 to 19 years
20 to 39 years
40 to 64 years
65+ years
Total
(n)
Couple with children living at home
Couple without children living at home
Single parent household
Living alone
Living with room mate(s)
Living with extended family
Total
(n)
Yes
No
Total
(n)
Yes
No
Total
(n)
Yes
No
Total
(n)
Own
Rent
Total
(n)
Yes
No
Total

HarGroup Management Consultants, Inc

% of
Respondents
(400)
6
8
6
43
31
6
100
(395)
28
31
3
18
18
2
100
(n=355)
15
85
100
(389)
19
81
100
(390)
5
95
100
(393)
46
54
100
(395)
83
17
100
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APPENDIX E
Additional Data
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Data associated with Table 4.5: Common Reasons for Providing Satisfaction Response
Satisf ac tion with Town of Banf f rec reat ion and c ultrure programs and serv ic es
Very satisf ied
Col
Cas es
Res ponse %
There are many programs av ailable/good
v ariet y
Don't know/ Ref used
We lik e/enjoy the programs prov ided
Satisf ied (generally )
I don't participat e in recreat ion/leisure
much
Not enough adequate
promotion/ adv ertis ing of opportunit ies
Not interest ed in the programs/ serv ices
prov ided
Need to hav e more v ariety in
programming
Need more programs (generally )
Need better scheduling/times f or clas ses
Programs and serv ic es need to be more
af f ordable
The st af f / people inv olv ed in the programs
are good/helpf ul
Do not enjoy non-loc als coming f or ev ents
in Banf f
The programs I am int erested in are not
of f ered/av ailable
Need more recreat ion f acilities (generally )
There's room f or improv ement
Programs are too f ull/Can't regist er
Disruption of t he c ommunit y due to ev ents
(t raf f ic/people)
Hav e to t rav el t o Canmore f or programs
that interest me
There are too many programs (too muc h
money spent on t hem)
Programs are easy to get into (not f ull)
Programs and serv ic es are af f ordable
Need to f ocus more programming on
seniors
Word of mout h
Activ ities exclude people
Hav e to pay f or parking
Programs are too repet it iv e/same
programs ov er and ov er
Inf ormation on av ailable ac tiv it ies is good
Poor f ield maintenance
Tot al

Somewhat s atisf ied
Col
Cas es
Res ponse %

82

53. 9%

14

8. 0%

13
29
22

8. 6%
19. 1%
14. 5%

37
9
10

21. 1%
5. 1%
5. 7%

2

1. 3%

27

15. 4%

2

1. 3%

20

1

.7%

Somewhat dis satis f ied
Col
Cas es
Res ponse %

Tot al

Very dis satisf ied
Col
Cas es
Res ponse %

Col
Res ponse %

Cas es
96

26. 8%

53
38
32

14. 8%
10. 6%
8. 9%

3

14. 3%

29

8. 1%

11. 4%

2

9. 5%

1

10. 0%

25

7. 0%

10

5. 7%

5

23. 8%

1

10. 0%

17

4. 7%

13

7. 4%

3

14. 3%

16

4. 5%

1. 3%

11
10

6. 3%
5. 7%

4
3

19. 0%
14. 3%

15
15

4. 2%
4. 2%

1

.7%

7

4. 0%

1

4. 8%

12

3. 4%

10

6. 6%

1

.6%

11

3. 1%

3

1. 7%

1

4. 8%

7

2. 0%

4

2. 3%

2

9. 5%

6

1. 7%

6
6
4

3. 4%
3. 4%
2. 3%

6
6
4

1. 7%
1. 7%
1. 1%

2

1

2
1

.7%

3

3

30. 0%

30. 0%

1

.6%

2

20. 0%

4

1. 1%

2

1. 1%

1

10. 0%

3

.8%

2

1. 1%

1

10. 0%

3

.8%
.6%
.6%

1. 3%
.7%

1

.6%

2
2

1

.7%

1

.6%

2

.6%

2

1. 3%
1

.6%

2
2
1

.6%
.6%
.3%

1

.6%

1

.3%

.6%
115.4%

1
1
358

.3%
.3%
115.1%

1

1
152

4. 8%

1

10. 0%

.7%
113.2%

1
175

21

119.0%

10

130.0%

Data associated with Table 5.2: Top 15 Activities among Age Groups
Activities for Children Newborn to 5 – All activities stated.

Cases
Bicycling
Downhill skiing/Snowboarding
Swimming - for pleasure
Swimming lessons
Going to the park/playground
Day hiking
Soccer - outdoor
Walking for pleasure
Going to the library
Gymnastics
Ice hockey
Attend a fair or festival
Overnight camping
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Tennis
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27
19
18
18
15
12
11
9
8
8
5
4
4
4
4

% of
Population
43
30
29
29
24
19
17
14
13
13
8
6
6
6
6
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Basketball
Cross-Country skiing
Golf
In-line skating
Mountain biking (off-road)
Skating - Ice - lessons
Skating - Speed Skating
Summer and other day camps
Tobogganing/sledding
Yoga
Baseball
Before and after school programs
Canoeing
Gardening
Kids or youth organizations
Participate in organized dance
Picnicking
Pre-school programs
Soccer - Indoor
Visiting a museum, art gallery, etc

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Activities for Children 6 to 12 – All activities stated.

Cases
Downhill skiing/Snowboarding
Bicycling
Day hiking
Ice hockey
Swimming lessons
Swimming - for pleasure
Soccer - outdoor
Gymnastics
Skateboarding
Mountain biking (off-road)
Participate in organized dance
Cross-Country skiing
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Mountain climbing
Canoeing
Baseball
Going to the park/playground
Summer and other day camps
Basketball
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50
33
28
24
24
23
20
16
12
11
11
10
9
9
8
7
6
6
5

% of
Population
59
39
33
28
28
27
24
19
14
13
13
12
11
11
9
8
7
7
6
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4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

28
26
24
15
12

% of
Population
44
41
38
23
19

Cases
Fishing
Golf
Kids or youth organizations
Martial arts
Participating in musical arts
Attend a fair or festival
Overnight camping
Participating in visual arts
Skating - Ice - lessons
Walking for pleasure
Badminton
Curling
Jogging/running
Table tennis
Tennis
Riding scooter
Ball (floor) hockey
Before and after school programs
Birdwatching
BMX racing
Doing a craft or creative hobby
Going to the library
Participating in performing arts
Playing video, computer, or electronic
games
Soccer - Indoor
Squash
Swimming (competitive)
Tobogganing/sledding
Kiteboarding
Snowshoeing
Activities for Youth 13 to 19 – All activities stated.

Cases
Day hiking
Bicycling
Downhill skiing/Snowboarding
Swimming - for pleasure
Cross-Country skiing
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Cases
Ice hockey
Basketball
Fitness training/Exercising
Horseback riding/trail riding
Skateboarding
Attend a musical concert
Canoeing
Jogging/running
Participating in musical arts
Soccer – outdoor
Walking for pleasure
Yoga
Mountain climbing
Badminton
Bowling
Fishing
Mountain biking (off-road)
Picnicking
Rugby
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Summer and other day camps
Volleyball
Kayaking
Baseball
Curling
Gymnastics
Participating in visual arts
Swimming (competitive)
Attend a fair or festival
Attend live theatre
Figure skating
Going to the movies
Participate in organized dance
Participating in performing arts
River rafting
Sailboarding/windsurfing
Skating - Ice - lessons
Swimming lessons
Tennis
Visiting a museum, art gallery, etc
Wall climbing
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10
9
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
16
14
9
9
9
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cases
250
226
136
73
68
66
65
53
52
48
43
41
38
35
32
23
21
21
21
21
20
18
17
17
16
14
14
14
13
12

% of
Population
53
48
29
15
14
14
14
11
11
10
9
9
8
7
7
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cases
Watching television
Snowshoeing
Billiards/Pool
Track and field
Paintball
Biathalon
Activities for Adults 20 to 39 – All activities stated.

Day hiking
Downhill skiing
Bicycling
Fitness training /Exercise
Swimming - for pleasure
Cross-Country skiing
Mountain biking (off-road)
Canoeing
Yoga/Pilates
Walking for pleasure
Mountain climbling
Attend a musical concert
Jogging/running
Overnight camping
Skateboarding
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Attend a fair or festival
Basketball
Snowshoeing
Attending a BBQ
Golf
Ice hockey
Baseball
Fishing
Going to the library
Attend live theatre
Going to the park/playground
Softball
Soccer - outdoor
Attending non-credit educational courses
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12
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

% of
Population
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cases
Kayaking
Tennis
Participate in organized dance
Participating in visual arts
Sailing
Horseback riding/trail riding
Participating in musical arts
Watching television
River rafting
Volunteering
Reading
Curling
Doing a craft or creative hobby
Soccer - Indoor
Going for dinner
Ball (floor) hockey
Before and after school programs
Cycling (racing)
Gymnastics
Rugby
Skating - Ice - lessons
Wall climbing
Rollerblading
Going to the movies
Lap swimming
Squash
Summer and other day camps
Tobogganing/sledding
Archery
Badminton
Hunting
In-line skating
Motorized trail biking
Playing video, computer, or electronic
games
Snowmobiling
Swimming (competitive)
Table tennis
Visiting a museum, art gallery, etc
Volleyball
Waterskiing
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Cases
Billiards/Pool
Aerobics
Attending a sports event as a spectator
Bowling
Computers/computer games
Cricket
Doing other hobbies
Gardening
Martial arts
Participating in performing arts
Participating in written arts
Pre-school programs
Skating - Speed Skating
Paintball

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Activities for Adults 40 to 64 – All activities stated.

Day hiking
Bicycling
Downhill skiing
Walking for pleasure
Cross-Country skiing
Fitness training/Exercise
Swimming - for pleasure
Attend a musical concert
Mountain biking (off-road)
Yoga
Jogging/running
Canoeing
Golf
Ice hockey
Attend a fair or festival
Tennis
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Going to the library
Baseball
Curling
Fishing
Participating in visual arts
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Cases
173
111
105
70
68
65
57
42
37
37
33
27
21
19
18
17
16
15
11
11
11
11

% of
Population
52
33
32
21
20
20
17
13
11
11
10
8
6
6
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
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11
10
10
9
8
6
6
6

% of
Population
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cases
Snowshoeing
Doing a craft or creative hobby
Mountain climbling
Attend live theatre
Horseback riding/trail riding
Overnight camping
Visiting a museum, art gallery, etc
Kayaking
Attending non-credit educational
courses
Basketball
Going to the park/playground
Participate in organized dance
Participating in musical arts
Skateboarding
Reading
Volunteering
Attending a sports event as a spectator
Going to the movies
Watching television
Attending a BBQ
Aquasize
Gardening
Picnicking
Bowling
Cycling (racing)
Diving
Softball
Squash
Kiteboarding
Playing board games/Cards
Archery
Attend a social dance
BMX racing
Computers/computer games
Doing other hobbies
Fastball
Football
Hunting
In-line skating
Lap swimming
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Cases
Overnight backpacking
Participating in performing arts
Participating in written arts
Sailing
Swimming (competitive)
Volleyball
Wall climbing
Going for dinner
Rollerblading

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Activities for Seniors 65+ - All activities stated.

Cases
Day hiking
Walking for pleasure
Bicycling
Cross-Country skiing
Downhill skiing
Fitness training/Exercise
Golf
Swimming - for pleasure
Attend a musical concert
Canoeing
Mountain climbing
Attend live theatre
Gardening
Horseback riding/trail riding
Mountain biking (off-road)
Yoga
Volunteering
Doing a craft or creative hobby
Going to the library
Playing board games/Cards
Going to the park/playground
Participating in musical arts
Kayaking
Fishing
Hunting
Ice hockey
Jogging/running
Overnight camping
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32
29
26
20
16
15
11
11
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

% of
Population
46
41
37
29
23
21
16
16
11
10
9
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
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Cases
Tennis
Snowshoeing
Billiards/Pool
Going for dinner
Attend a fair or festival
Attending a sports event as a spectator
Baseball
Birdwatching
Curling
Doing other hobbies
Kids or youth organizations
Overnight backpacking
Participate in organized dance
Participating in performing arts
Participating in visual arts
Participating in written arts
Sailing
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Reading
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2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

% of
Population
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Data Associated with Table 5.5: Participate in Recreation as Often as Would Like
Immigrated or
resett led in Canada
within the past 5 y ears
Yes
No
30
180
45. 5%
58. 6%
36
127

Strongly Agree

Count
%
Somewhat Agree, and
Count
Somewhat or Strongly Disagree %

Tot al

Count
%

Tot al
210
56. 3%
163

54. 5%

41. 4%

43. 7%

66
100.0%

307
100.0%

373
100.0%

Data Associated with Table 5.5: Participate in Recreation as Often as Would Like - Reasons

Categories
Other Priorities/Time Constraints

% of
Respondents
(n=157)

66

Facility/Program accessibility

57

Social Isolation
10

Personal Interest/Situation
8
Other

1

Detailed Responses
Work commitments
Too busy/involved in other activities
No time
Family commitments
School commitments
Travel a lot
The rec/leisure opportunities available
don’t match my schedule
Prices/Fees too expensive/high
Nothing organized/available
The right kinds of recreation/leisure
opportunities are not available
Lack of awareness/information
Recreation/leisure opportunities are
too full/or crowded
Only available in Canmore
Too far away/inconvenient
Cannot afford
Age (too old)
Poor health/handicapped
Feel uncomfortable w/ people who
participate/intimidated
Not interested
Just lazy
No children/children grown up
Poor weather
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% of
Respondents
(n=157)
31
18
11
3
2
1
27
8
6
5
4
4
3
1
8
1
1
1
5
3
1
1
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Data Associated with Table 5.6: Involvement in Structured Recreation and Leisure Activities

Yes
No
Tot al

Res idency
Permanent
Temporary
153
14
44. 3%
29. 2%
192
34
55. 7%
70. 8%
345
48
100.0%
100.0%

Count
%
Count
%
Count
%

Tot al
167
42. 5%
226
57. 5%
393
100.0%

Household Ty pe

Yes
No
Tot al

Count
%
Count
%
Count
%

Y es
No
Tot al

Couple with
children liv ing
at home
68
62. 4%
41
37. 6%
109
100.0%

Count
%
Count
%
Count
%

Couple
without
children liv ing
at home
48
39. 3%
74
60. 7%
122
100.0%

Single parent
household
10
76. 9%
3
23. 1%
13
100.0%

Immigrated or
resett led in Canada
within the past 5 y ears
Y es
No
21
144
29. 2%
46. 2%
51
168
70. 8%
53. 8%
72
312
100.0%
100.0%
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Liv ing alone
12
17. 4%
57
82. 6%
69
100.0%

Liv ing with
roommate(s)
24
35. 3%
44
64. 7%
68
100.0%

Liv ing with
ext ended
f amily
3
37. 5%
5
62. 5%
8
100.0%

Tot al
165
42. 4%
224
57. 6%
389
100.0%

Tot al
165
43. 0%
219
57. 0%
384
100.0%
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Data Associated with Table 5.6: Involvement in Structured Recreation and Leisure Activities –
Activities too few

8
7

Col
Res ponse %
23. 5%
20. 6%

5

14. 7%

3

8. 8%

3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

8. 8%
5. 9%
5. 9%
5. 9%
5. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%

1

2. 9%

1
1
1

2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%

1

2. 9%

1
1
1
1
1
1

2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%
2. 9%

Cas es
Activ ities Y oga
Swimming lessons
Fitnes s
training/ exercising
Part ic ipate in organized
dance
Swimming (competitiv e)
Ic e hockey
Martial arts
Part ic ipating in v isual art s
Tennis
Attend a f air or f est iv al
Basketball
BMX racing
Doing a craf t or creativ e
hobby
Downhill s kiing
Fitnes s training - other
Going to the library
Kids or y out h
organizations
Mountain biking (of f -road)
Pilates
Soccer - out door
Sof tball
Squas h
Swimming - f or pleasure

Data Associated with Table 5.6: Involvement in Structured Recreation and Leisure Activities –
Reasons for Suggesting too Few

9

Col
Res ponse %
30. 0%

9

30. 0%

6

20. 0%

6
3
2
1
1
1

20. 0%
10. 0%
6. 7%
3. 3%
3. 3%
3. 3%

Cas es
Want /would like more ses sions
Not enough
coaches /leaders/ v olunteers
Av ailable t imes don't f it my
schedule
Activ ity is f ull/ cannot regist er
Activ ity /f acility is seas onal
Other groups booking the f acility
Not enough f acilities av ailable
Not enough time to participate
Activ ity is too expensiv e
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Data Associated with Figure 5.11: Stopping (In Past Year) and Starting (In Next Year) Recreation
Activities – Types of Activities - Stopped
Cas es
Activ ities
st opped

Y oga
Downhill s kiing
Part ic ipate in organized dance
Soccer - out door
Cross-C ount ry skiing
Day hik ing
Snowboarding
Swimming less ons
Using cardio/s trength equipment - at gy m
Bowling
Exerc ising - Ot her
Fitnes s training - at gy m
Gy mnastics
Ic e hockey
Jogging/ running/walking
Rugby
Tennis
Volley ball
Aquas ize
Badminton
Baseball
Bicy c ling
Cy cling f or pleasure
Golf
Horseback riding/t rail riding
Lap swimming
Skating - Ice - For pleasure
Skateboarding
Swimming - f or pleasure
Walking f or pleasure
Mountain climbling
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6
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Col
Res ponse %
12. 0%
8. 0%
8. 0%
8. 0%
6. 0%
6. 0%
6. 0%
6. 0%
6. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
4. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
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Data Associated with Figure 5.11: Stopping (In Past Year) and Starting (In Next Year) Recreation
Activities – Types of Activities – Like to start.
Activ ity
Like to
st art

Swimming - f or pleasure
Y oga
Downhill s kiing
Cross-Country skiing
Day hik ing
Swimming lessons
Canoeing
Part ic ipating in v isual art s
Part ic ipate in organized danc e
Gy mnastics
Martial arts
Part ic ipating in musical art s
Snowboarding
Soccer - out door
Tennis
Using cardio/s trength equipment - at gy m
Mountain climbling
Volunt eering
Baseball
Bicy c ling
Curling
Horsebac k riding/t rail riding
Ic e hockey
Sof tball
Volley ball
Attend a musical c oncert
Basketball
Bowling
Fitnes s training - at gy m
Fitnes s training - other
Golf
Ov ernight c amping
Skating - Ice - For pleas ure
Soccer - Indoor
Play ing board games/Cards
Second language classes
Aquas ize
Attend a social danc e
Attend liv e t heat re
Attending non-credit educational courses
Badminton
Comput ers/ computer games
Cric ket
Exerc ising - At gy m
Exerc ising - Other
Football
Mountain biking (of f -road)
Ov ernight backpacking
Part ic ipating in writ ten arts
Pre-school programs
Riv er raf ting
Rugby
Running/jogging
Sailboarding/winds urf ing
Skating - Ice - lessons
Skateboarding
Swimming (competitiv e)
Tobogganing/s ledding
Walking f or pleasure
Wall c limbing
Snowshoeing
Kay aking
Wine tast ing
Sky div ing
Paddleboarding
Cooking c lasses
Cheerleading

Tot al
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Cas es
12
12
11
9
8
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
108

Col
Res ponse %
11. 1%
11. 1%
10. 2%
8. 3%
7. 4%
6. 5%
5. 6%
5. 6%
4. 6%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
3. 7%
2. 8%
2. 8%
2. 8%
2. 8%
2. 8%
2. 8%
2. 8%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
1. 9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
.9%
172.2%
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Data Associated with Figure 5.11: Stopping (In Past Year) and Starting (In Next Year) Recreation
Activities – Types of Activities – Reasons stopped or would like to start.

Reasons
act iv it ies
st opped

Reasons
not
st arted

Poor healt h/handicapped
Not interest ed
Not hing organized/av ailable
The rec/leisure opportunit ies av ailable dont
match my s ch
Work commitments
Too bus y / inv olv ed in other ac tiv it ies
Prices /Fees too expensiv e/high
Seasonal ac tiv it y
Only av ailable in Canmore
Did not f eel sk illed enough
No children/children grown up
No time
Age (too old)
Cannot af f ord
No time
Work commitments
Not hing organized/av ailable
Too bus y / inv olv ed in other ac tiv it ies
The rec/leisure opportunit ies av ailable dont
match my s ch
Poor healt h/handicapped
Cannot af f ord
Prices /Fees too expensiv e/high
Jus t lazy
Family commitments
Lac k of awareness/ inf ormation
Only av ailable in Canmore
The right k inds of rec reat ion/leis ure opportunities
are
Lac k of appropriate f ac ilit ies
Age (too old)
Too y oung to participat e
Feel uncomf ortable w/ people who
participate/intimidated
Rec reat ion/leis ure opportunities are too f ull/or
crowded
Not interest ed
9. School commit ments
Other
Did not f eel sk illed enough
Seasonal ac tiv it y

Cas es
21
8
8

Col
Res ponse %
42. 9%
16. 3%
16. 3%

7

14. 3%

6
5
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
43
24
22
19

12. 2%
10. 2%
6. 1%
6. 1%
4. 1%
4. 1%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
2. 0%
41. 0%
22. 9%
21. 0%
18. 1%

16

15. 2%

15
11
10
8
7
6
5

14. 3%
10. 5%
9. 5%
7. 6%
6. 7%
5. 7%
4. 8%

5

4. 8%

5
4
4

4. 8%
3. 8%
3. 8%

3

2. 9%

3

2. 9%

1
1
1
1
1

1. 0%
1. 0%
1. 0%
1. 0%
1. 0%
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APPENDIX F
Recreation Activities within Framework
Categories
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Arts and Cultural Activities (to be creative or experience creativity):

Attend a fair or festival

Attend live theatre

Attend a musical concert

Participate in organized dance (e.g. ballet, jazz, modern, tap, folk, etc.)

Doing a craft or creative hobby (e.g. photography, woodwork, sewing, etc.)

Doing other hobbies (e.g. genealogy, computers, etc.)

Participating in written arts (e.g. creative writing)

Participating in visual arts (e.g. drawing, painting, sculpting, etc.)

Participating in performing arts (e.g. acting in drama, theatre, etc.)

Participating in musical arts (e.g. playing an instrument)

Visiting a museum, art gallery, etc.
Casual (Non-Competitive) Leisure Activities (e.g. for relaxation, passive exercise, keeping busy,
etc.- often unorganized, etc.) (Can also be activities that are listed under Structured Competitive Sport
Activities, not involving registration – such as pick up)

Archery

Birdwatching

ATV/off-road vehicles

Bicycling

Canoeing

Cross-country skiing

Day hiking

Downhill skiing

Fishing

Gardening

Golf

Horseback riding/trail riding

Hunting

In-line skating

Lawn bowling

Motor-crossing

Motorized trail biking

Mountain biking (off-road)

Orienteering

Overnight backpacking

Overnight camping

River rafting

Sailing

Sailboarding/windsurfing

Shooting (trap/skeet/target)

Snowboarding

Snowmobiling

Swimming

Skateboarding

Tobogganing/sledding

Walking for pleasure

Wall climbing

Waterskiing
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Exercise/Fitness training (to become physically fit)

Aerobics

Aquasize

Jogging/running/walking

Lap swimming

Pilates

Using cardio/strength (weights) equipment

Yoga
Family Support (to provide activities for families during times when families may need support)

Summer and other day camps

Before and after school programs

Pre-school programs
Life skills/Personal development (to develop life skills, leadership, learning, etc.)

Swimming lessons

Kids or youth organizations such as cubs, brownies, scouts, guides, etc.

Attending non-credit educational courses

First aid and CPR courses
Social Activities (to interact with others)

Attending a sports event as a spectator

Attend a social dance

Picnicking

Playing bingo, casinos

Playing video, computer or electronic games
Structured (organized) Competitive Sport Activities (to train and compete – requires registration):

Athletics (track and field)

Badminton

Ball (floor) hockey

Baseball

Basketball

Bowling

BMX racing

Cricket

Curling

Cycling (racing)

Diving

Fastball

Figure skating

Football

Gymnastics

Ice hockey

Lacrosse (Box/Field)

Martial arts

Racquetball

Ringette

Rugby

Soccer

Softball

Squash

Swimming (competitive)

Table tennis

Tennis

Volleyball
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APPENDIX G
Considerations for Active Living and
Wellness Framework
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Active living is a way of life in which people are physically active during their daily routines. It means walking
or bicycling to work, school or to go shopping. It also means exercising or playing in the park, taking the
stairs and going to recreation facilities. Daily physical activity is important for people of all ages, and working
it into people’s day-to-day activities can help prevent obesity and improve health
(http://activelivingresearch.org/about/whatisactiveliving).
Wellness is another term that is used to represent health lifestyles. Some definitions of wellness that have
been developed by other organizations include:






An active process of being aware of and making choices toward a healthy and fulfilling life
(University of California)
… a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity. (The World Health Organization)
… a way of life and living in which one is always exploring, searching, finding new questions and
discovering new answers, along the three primary dimensions of living: the physical, the mental,
and the social; a way of life designed to enable each of us to achieve, in each of the dimensions,
our maximum potential that is realistically and rationally feasible for us at any given time in our lives
(Principals for Health and Well-Being, Jones 2002)
Wellness is the optimal state of health of individuals and groups. The two focal concerns are
realization of the fullest potential of an individual physically, psychologically, socially, spiritually and
economically, and the fulfillment of an individual’s role expectations in the family, community, place
of worship, workplace and other settings. (Wellness Curricula to Improve the Health of Children and
Youth, Alberta Education – note: this definition was prefaced with … There is no single agreed
upon definition of wellness. The following definition is offered as an example that encompasses
elements of a majority of other existing definitions).

Generally, physical wellness can include physical activity, nutrition, and self-care, and involve preventative
and proactive actions that take care of one’s physical body. Physical wellness encompasses maintenance
of cardiovascular fitness, flexibility and strength. Actions to improve physical wellness including maintaining
a healthy diet and being in tune with how the body responds to various events, stress and feelings by
monitoring internal and external physical signs. (The British Columbia Atlas of Wellness).
However, physical wellness does not always reflect a person’s complete sense of well-being. For instance a
person who is ill can have a positive sense of mind, while a physically healthy person can experience a poor
sense of well-being. As such, some definitions of wellness consider the integration of various components
of an individual’s life including:








Physical Wellness - Adopting and maintaining a healthy or optimal quality of life that allows an
individual to get through daily activities without undue fatigue and physical stress
Social Wellness - Being able to relate to and connect with other people and having an effective
social support network available
Intellectual Wellness - Expanding knowledge and experiences that can be applied to personal
decisions, group interaction or community betterment
Emotional Wellness - Being able to acknowledge and understand feelings and coping effectively
with the challenges of life
Occupational Wellness - Enjoying personal and financial fulfillment from an occupation, chosen
career or in retirement
Spiritual Wellness - Having a set of values that helps in seeking meaning, purpose and peace
within a person’s life
Environmental Wellness - Respecting the balance between the environment and an individual’s
actions

Another aspect of wellness worth noting is the concept of healthy aging, which has been defined by Health
Canada as:
“a lifelong process of optimizing opportunities for improving and preserving health and physical, social and
mental wellness, independence, quality of life and enhancing successful life-course transitions.” It was
acknowledged that “This definition takes a comprehensive view of health that includes physical, mental,
social and spiritual well-being.”
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APPENDIX H
Open House Materials
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Handouts:
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Evaluation Form:




Feedback at the open house was very positive and supportive.
Everyone who responded either strongly or somewhat agreed with the statements at the
beginning of the form.
Comments included:
o “Ensure to reach out to new demographics.”
o “The conclusions presented are spot on. Great offerings need great
communications.”
o “This is great.”
o “Website with photos, search and online registration.”
o “Interesting to see how active the community I and how close to home our
recreation opportunities are.”
o “GREAT!”
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